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ABSTRACT
IMPACTS OF OPERATING PARAMETERS ON EXTRACELLULAR POLYMERIC
SUBSTANCES PRODUCTION IN A HIGH RATE ACTIVATED SLUDGE SYSTEM WITH
LOW SOLIDS RETENTION TIMES

Matthew S. Elliott
Old Dominion University, 2016
Director: Dr. Charles, Bott

The Adsorption/Bio-oxidation (A/B) process accomplishes carbon capture via bio-flocculation in
the adsorption stage (A-stage) to maximize energy recovery while simultaneously providing an
optimal carbon to nitrogen (C/N) ratio for denitrification in the Bio-oxidation stage (B-Stage).
The present study evaluated the influence of the solids retention time (SRT), dissolved oxygen
(DO) concentration, and production of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) on bioflocculation and subsequent carbon capture using a pilot-scale A-stage process. A mixed liquor
suspended solids (MLSS)-based control strategy was implemented to manage carbon capture
by maintaining a constant MLSS concentration of 3,000 mg/L in response to diurnal variations
in organic loading.

Bio-flocculation, in terms of colloidal organic matter removal and

concentration of effluent suspended solids, was enhanced by operating at a 0.56 day SRT
compared to a 0.26 day SRT regardless of the DO concentration.

Increasing the DO

concentration from 0.5 to 1.0 mg/L at a longer SRT resulted in maximum bio-flocculation and
carbon capture without significantly increasing the amount of COD lost to mineralization.
These operating conditions coincided with a large reduction in loosely bound EPS (LB-EPS) and
slight reduction in tightly bound EPS (TB-EPS) leading to the lowest LB-EPS to TB-EPS (LB/TB)
ratio. Further increasing the DO concentration to 1.5 mg/L did not enhance bio-flocculation or
carbon capture. Although EPS may have contributed to enhancing bio-flocculation, correlations
found between EPS production and bio-flocculation were not as strong compared to operating
conditions such as the SRT, DO concentration, MLSS concentration and influent wastewater
characteristics. On the other hand, EPS production showed strong correlations for suspended
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solids removal and subsequent carbon capture in the A-stage pilot, especially when operated at
a longer SRT.

Key words: A-stage, Bio-flocculation, Carbon capture, Extracellular polymeric substances.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Activated sludge has been considered one of the core wastewater treatment processes (Jones
and Shuler, 2010; Krzeminski et al., 2012) due to its technical simplicity, low cost and high
removal efficiencies of pollutants (Zhang et al., 2014). On the other hand, in 2011, United
States municipal wastewater treatment plants consumed approximately 0.8% of the nation’s
electricity (30.2 billion kWh) with over 50% attributed to aeration alone (WRF and EPRI, 2013).
Therefore, reducing aeration requirements as well as increasing energy recovery potential from
wastewater is a highly desirable practice.
The adsorption/bio-oxidation (A/B) process is a two-stage process that concentrates on the
removal of organic matter, measured as chemical oxygen demand (COD), in the adsorption
stage (A-stage) and nutrient removal in the bio-oxidation stage (B-stage) in a very small
footprint (Bӧhnke et al., 1998). The A-stage was developed as a cost-effective biological buffer
at wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) receiving high-strength (organic matter) industrial
waste without completely removing COD which can be used as an internal carbon source for
downstream denitrification (Böhnke and Diering, 1980).

The A-stage is highly loaded with a

food to microorganism ratio (F/M) of 2 to 10 gBOD/g VSS-day, short hydraulic retention time
(HRT) of 30-60 minutes and short solids retention time (SRT) of 3-12 hours (based on aeration
tank solids inventory only) (Böhnke, 1997b; Miller et al., 2014). As the name suggests, the
primary mechanism of COD removal is by enmeshment and adsorption of particulate and
colloidal matter into the activated sludge floc matrix, known as bio-flocculation. Since the
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primary COD removal mechanism is associated with bio-flocculation instead of oxidation, the
aeration demand of the A-stage is significantly reduced resulting in a low oxygen requirement
(0.2 kg O2/COD removed)(Jetten et al., 1997), limited carbon loss via mineralization (10-20% of
total carbon removed)(Böhnke, 1997b; Haider et al., 2003) and 57-68% less volume required
for aeration compared to a single-stage process (Muller-Rechberger et al., 2001). By utilizing
bio-flocculation as the primary COD removal mechanism, a higher energy recovery potential
can be achieved by concentrating the organic matter, known as carbon capture, into the waste
activated sludge (WAS) which can be redirected to an energy recovery process, such as
anaerobic digestion.
The A-stage has been observed as bio-flocculation limited by low colloidal COD (cCOD) removal
efficiency, which may potentially be due to lack of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS)
production (Jimenez et al., 2015). Without bio-flocculation, colloidal COD (cCOD) would not be
incorporated into the activated sludge flocs resulting in a lower energy recovery potential. In
general, EPS are primarily negatively charged substances which constitute anywhere from 5080% of the organic fraction in activated sludge (Dignac et al., 1998; Wilén et al., 2003a) and
serve as a microbial aggregate, structural backbone of the floc, and survival mechanism for
bacteria against turbulent conditions, dehydration, nutrient deficiency and toxic substances
(Lispidou and Rittmann, 2002). The fractions of EPS are categorized as soluble or bound EPS.
Bound EPS is further characterized as loosely bound EPS (LB-EPS), or slime layer, and tightly
bound EPS (TB-EPS), or capsular layer (Liao et al., 2001; Lispidou and Rittmann, 2002; Li and
Yang, 2007; Sheng et al., 2010). Soluble EPS (S-EPS) can be considered as the equivalent of
soluble microbial products (SMP) since both S-EPS and SMP are organic compounds produced
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by microorganisms through substrate utilization (cell growth) or associated with biomass (cell
lysis) (Laspidou and Rittman, 2002). Since the retention times of the A-stage process are very
short, it is likely that a fraction of the S-EPS (SMP) found in the A-stage effluent is associated
with the raw wastewater as bacteria in the collection system may produce EPS prior to reaching
the treatment process. Noting that the diversity of microbial communities in activated sludge
varies depending on the type of influent wastewater, geographical location, plant
configuration, operating conditions and seasonality (Wilén et al., 2003b; Huang et al., 2010),
the composition of EPS, surface properties of the floc and interactions with divalent cations are
site specific. Furthermore, the microbial communities will likely vary at a given treatment plant,
especially in temperate climate zones where seasons are drastically different throughout the
year.
The specific influence of EPS production on bio-flocculation is contradictory as previous studies
indicate that bio-flocculation and EPS concentration are positively (Ehlers and Turner, 2001;
Urbain et al., 1993), negatively (Goodwin and Forster, 1985; Liao et al., 2001) or not correlated
(Chao and Keinath, 1979). Jimenez et al (2007) operated a pilot-scale process with SRTs of 1, 2,
3, 5, and 10 days and found that increasing the SRT up to 3 days resulted in increased EPS
production and effluent quality and remained relatively stable thereafter. Moreover, the same
authors noted that operating at an SRT <2 days had a tremendous influence on bio-flocculation
(TSS and cCOD removal) in which bio-flocculation became more limited as the SRT decreased.
Li and Yang (2007) noted that increasing the SRT from 5 to 20 days resulted in increased
settleability, bio-flocculation and dewaterability which were attributed to a decrease in LB-EPS.
Operating a pilot-scale A-stage process, Jimenez et al. (2015) found that the removal
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efficiencies of cCOD and particulate COD (pCOD), classified by particle size ranging from 0.0010.45 microns and > 0.45 microns, respectively (Jimenez et al., 2005), showed similar trends to
EPS production suggesting that bio-flocculation of pCOD and cCOD (carbon capture) was likely
enhanced by EPS production. The same authors concluded that a DO concentration of 1 mg/L
was required to maximize bio-flocculation and increasing the SRT from 0.3 to 1.0 days (DO = 1
mg/L) resulted in increased EPS production, pCOD removal and cCOD removal from
approximately 50 to 105 mgCOD/gVSS, 30 to 65%, and 22 to 50%, respectively.
Liao et al. (2001) suggested that the concentrations of EPS are less important in understanding
bio-flocculation compared to the components and surface properties of the EPS.

The

components of EPS include proteins, polysaccharides, humics, uronic acids and cellular material
(DNA) with approximately 70-80% of extracellular organic carbon associated with proteins and
polysaccharides (Dignac et al., 1998). Surface charge plays a role in bio-flocculation due to
repulsive electrostatic forces (Liao et al., 2002) where highly negative charged flocs are weakly
bound with high quantities of dispersed particles (Morgan et al., 1990; Daffonchio et al., 1995;
Liu and Fang, 2002; Neyens et al., 2004; Xie et al., 2010).

The key component of EPS

contributing to the net negative charge varies throughout the literature as different authors
report that negatively charged polysaccharides (Bruus et al., 1992), uronic acids (Forster and
Dallas-Newton, 1980) and proteins (Sutherland, 1977; Frolund et al., 1995; Neyens et al., 2004)
are responsible for binding with divalent cations. Increasing divalent cation concentrations
increased the bound protein content, bio-flocculation, floc strength, resistance to shear and
decreased bound water content but did not influence extracellular polysaccharides (Higgins and
Novak, 1997). Bio-flocculation can be enhanced by divalent cations due to bridging between
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the divalent cations and negatively charged particles (Higgins and Novak, 1997) or a decreased
zeta potential and double layer compression resulting in decreased electrostatic repulsive
forces (Liao et al., 2002).
More hydrophobic flocs, associated with hydrophobic amino acids on proteins (Jorand et al.,
1998), contain less bound water and produce a higher degree of adhesion to the sludge flocs
with lower effluent turbidity indicating better bio-flocculation, but showed no correlation with
settleability (Zita and Hermansson, 1997a, 1997b; Liao et al., 2001). Since polysaccharides have
been shown to have minimal influence on bio-flocculation, relatively high concentrations of
polysaccharides and/or low concentrations of proteins may limit the bio-flocculation process.
This may be attributed to non-beneficial polysaccharides occupying a large volume of the EPS
matrix, thus, limiting the influence of proteins that would enhance bio-flocculation via
interparticle forces. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider proteins and/or the protein to
polysaccharide (Pn/Ps) ratio as key parameters for bio-flocculation and subsequent carbon
capture. Although substantial work has been done to characterize EPS and its influence on
system performance, EPS analysis has been done primarily on conventional activated sludge
(CAS) systems with very limited literature on high-rate activated sludge (HRAS).
Since the A-stage process is operated at such a low SRT (<1 day), the performance of the Astage is not typical of other activated sludge process. This is attributed to the fact that the SRT
is shorter than typical diurnal variations in organic loading which results in variable MLSS and
COD removal efficiency throughout a 24-hour period. Although the A-stage process was
developed in the 1980’s, there is relatively limited literature on how operating conditions of the
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A-stage influence carbon capture. Therefore, the primary objective of the present study was to
develop a better understanding of how operating conditions (SRT and DO) and process control
strategies (MLSS-based control) influence the floc characteristics and carbon capture in a pilotscale A-stage HRAS process. The MLSS-based control strategy was used to minimize daily
variations in COD removal efficiencies in response to diurnal variations in organic loading by
automatically adjusting the waste rate to maintain a MLSS concentration set-point of 3,000
mg/L. This control strategy differs from maintaining a constant waste rate, as to achieve a
target SRT, which has been common practice at treatment plants that are operated at
substantially longer SRTs than the A-stage process. The A-stage pilot was operated with
constant HRTs of 30 and 60 minutes which corresponded to different SRTs of 0.26 ± 0.05 days
and 0.56 ± 0.11 days, respectively. The influence of DO concentration on carbon capture in the
A-stage was evaluated by applying constant DO concentrations of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mg/L to both
HRT/SRT conditions. Additional objectives of the A-stage pilot study were to determine 1) how
operating conditions influence EPS production and 2) how EPS production influences carbon
capture.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Activated Sludge Processes

The primary objective of wastewater treatment (WWT) is the removal of pollutants that
negatively affect ambient bodies of water receiving treated wastewater.

In domestic

wastewater, influent contaminants include organic matter measured as chemical oxygen
demand (COD) or biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), total nitrogen (TN), total phosphorus
(TP), ammonia, total suspended solids (TSS), volatile suspended solids (VSS), metals and
synthetic organic compounds.

The removal of these contaminants can be achieved by

aggregating bacteria into larger colonies, referred to as activated sludge flocs, with a provided
hydraulic retention time (HRT).

Activated sludge has been considered one of the core

treatment processes for purification of wastewater (Jones and Shuler, 2010; Krzeminski et al.,
2012) due to its technical simplicity, low cost and high removal efficiencies of pollutants (Zhang
et al., 2014). Activated sludge flocs that carry out the treatment process are formed in
activated sludge processes through the collection of particles held together by different kinds
of interparticle forces such as bridging by divalent cations, extracellular polymeric substances
(EPS) and hydrophobic interactions (Urbain et al., 1993; Higgins and Novak, 1997; Sobeck and
Higgins, 2002). These interparticle forces will be discussed in detail in following sections of this
thesis. Once formed, these flocs enmesh particulate and colloidal compounds present in the
wastewater resulting in the rapid removal of unbiodegradable and biodegradable particulate
matter without significant mineralization depending on the mean cell residence time (MCRT)
also known as the solids retention time (SRT).
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Conventional activated sludge (CAS) is a process that was developed by Arden and Lockett in
1914 (Arden and Lockett, 1914) as a single-stage process primarily for nitrification. Typical CAS
processes are operated at HRTs of 4-9 hours, SRTs of 3-15 days, food-to-microorganism ratio
(F/M) of 0.2-0.4 kgBOD5/kgMLSS-day (Tchobanoglous et al., 2003) and dissolved oxygen (DO)
concentrations greater than 2 mg/L to ensure fast degradation of organics and complete
nitrification (Wang et al., 2007).
By retaining the bacteria in the aeration basin, the CAS process could achieve near complete
oxidation of COD via aeration, reducing the spatial area required for treatment, also known as
the footprint. Typical operating parameters and the performance of CAS systems found in the
literature is elaborated on in Section 2.2 of the literature review.

With strict effluent limits of

suspended solids and organic matter imposed by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA), operation of CAS systems would not meet these limits with additional aeration
costs and land requirements. Therefore, a number of activated sludge processes and
configurations have been developed to improve COD removal efficiency and reduce the
required aeration volume for treatment, thus, reducing the overall footprint and operational
costs of treatment facilities.
Modifications to the CAS process can be attributed to the difference in heterotrophic and
nitrifying bacteria maximum specific growth rates of 6 d-1 and 0.2 to 1.0 d-1, respectively. Due
to the higher growth rates of heterotrophs, treatment processes focusing solely on COD and
solids removal can operate with much shorter retention times (HRT and SRT) resulting in a
reduced footprint with relatively high COD and TSS removal efficiencies. This process has been
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termed as high-rate activated sludge (HRAS). However, operational parameters of the CAS
process changed again when the need for enhanced nitrogen removal was brought forward in
the 1980’s and 1990’s to combat the impact of eutrophication (Siegrest et al., 2008). To
accommodate the lower specific growth rate of nitrifiers, the SRT needed to be increased
(Salem et al., 2005). In addition to inducing denitrification for the removal on nitrogen,
portions of the CAS system became anoxic and sometimes anaerobic zones resulting in
biological phosphorus removal via polyphosphate accumulating organisms (PAO) (Olofsson et
al., 1998; Henze et al., 2000).
Single-stage activated sludge processes were modified into a two-stage activated sludge
process with the aim of reducing operational costs while maintaining efficient contaminant
removal. This was achieved by selectively retaining heterotrophs in the first stage using HRAS,
resulting in rapid carbon removal with less aeration demand and treatment volume. With the
majority of COD removed in the first stage, the second stage can be operated to focus on
biological nutrient removal (BNR). A two-stage treatment plant configuration is ideal for
treating industrial wastewaters with high organic concentrations and chemical compounds
inhibitory towards BNR, and processes where energy efficiency is desired. This thesis will only
concentrate on the HRAS process.

2.1.1 High Rate Activated Sludge (HRAS) process
In order to reduce the footprint and meet effluent requirements, HRAS processes were
developed by reducing the HRT to 1-3 hours and SRT to 1-4 days depending on temperature,
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thus increasing the F/M to 1.5-2.0 kgBOD5/kgMLSS-day (van Loosdrecht and Heijnen, 2002).
The dissolved oxygen concentration is typically greater than 2 mg/L in order to ensure rapid
removal of carbonaceous matter (Kher, 1960) via oxidation of soluble substrate and
assimilation of particulate substrate which is removed by wasting. These operating parameters
promote the retention of bacteria with increased growth and substrate utilization rates by
selectively wasting microorganisms with slower growth rates, resulting in efficient solids and
organic matter removal within a smaller footprint. The conventional HRAS process has a typical
oxygen requirement of 0.6 kg 𝑂2/kg COD removed (Jetten et al., 1997) making it a relatively
affordable method of removing particulate (pCOD) and soluble COD (sCOD) from wastewater.
Effluent limits of 30 mgBOD5/L and 30 mgTSS/L are achieved when applying the HRAS process.
It should be noted that the conventional HRAS process is designed for plants that do not have
nitrogen limits allowing for a concentration on organic matter and suspended solids (SS)
removal. A summary of typical operating conditions and system performance of conventional
HRAS systems from the literature is elaborated on in Section 2.2 of this literature review.
If a HRAS process that maximizes carbon removal is upstream of certain BNR systems in a twostage process, supplemental carbon addition can be necessary for denitrification leading to
increased operational costs. Innovative nitrogen removal systems such as ammonia versus
nitrite and nitrate (AvN) and side-stream anaerobic ammonia oxidation (ANAMMOX) for
nitrogen polishing have been developed to address the need for organic carbon resulting in a
40% reduction in organic carbon demand (Regmi et al., 2014). However, it should be noted that
BNR systems operated with aeration strategies such as ammonia-based aeration control (ABAC)
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and DO control require a carbon to nitrogen (C/N) ratio >10 because heterotrophs in aerated
zones consume COD limiting the availability of COD for denitrification (Sadowski, 2015).
Although two-stage processes require smaller footprint for treatment, the addition of
intermediate clarifiers results in an increased overall footprint.

To address the issue of

increased footprint in a two-stage process, as well as carbon limitation in the BNR process
operated under ABAC and DO control, the conventional HRAS two-stage operational
parameters were modified to develop what has been termed the adsorption/biological
oxidation (A/B) process. The A/B process will be further discussed in the following sections.

2.1.2 A/B process
The adsorption/bio-oxidation process, also known as the A/B process, was developed in Europe
in the 1970’s. It is a two-stage process that takes advantage of biological and physical removal
mechanisms of the conventional HRAS process to optimize COD (A-stage) and nutrient (B-stage)
removal in a very small footprint (Bӧhnke et al., 1998). Compared to older conventional twostage processes, the A/B process requires much less or no supplemental carbon for nitrogen
removal, less oxygen, and 34% less land space than a typical single sludge plant (Böhnke, 1983).
By decreasing the required footprint, the A/B process can be retrofitted into existing
infrastructure resulting in an increased throughput capacity of 20-50% significantly reducing
construction costs without increasing the footprint of the plant (Schulze-Rettmer and Zuckut,
1998).
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2.1.2.1 A-stage
The A-stage was developed as a cost-effective biological buffer at wastewater treatment plants
(WWTP) receiving high strength (organic matter) industrial waste without completely removing
COD which can be used as an internal carbon source for downstream denitrification. (Böhnke
and Diering, 1980). As the name suggests, the primary mechanism of COD removal is by
enmeshment and adsorption of particulate and colloidal matter into the activated sludge floc
matrix, known as bio-flocculation. As bio-flocculation increases, the size of flocs increase and
become denser, thus, promoting increased solid-liquid separation. As the flocs reach the
sludge blanket in the clarifier, they compress into thicker sludge resulting in concentrated solids
and organic matter per unit volume (mg/L) which can be removed from the system by wasting,
known as waste activated sludge (WAS).
Since the A-stage was never designed to completely remove organic carbon, it has the potential
to control removal performance by manipulating operating parameters in order to meet
specific carbon removal criteria based on the downstream goals. The influence of A-stage
effluent COD fractions on the downstream BNR process will be addressed in the following
section.

A summary of operating parameters and performance of A-stage HRAS in the

literature is elaborated on in the following section (2.2). Unlike the conventional HRAS process,
the A-stage HRAS is highly loaded with a F/M of 2 to 10 gBOD/g VSS-day, short HRT (30
minutes) and short SRT (3-12 hours), based on aeration tank solids inventory only) (Böhnke,
1997b; Miller et al., 2014). It was reported by Muller-Rechberger et al. (2001) that the required
specific aeration volume could be reduced by 57-68% compared to a single-stage process.
Therefore, the A-stage process can be described as treatment intensification in which required
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aeration volume is decreased and operated with higher mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS)
concentrations (Boon and Thomas, 1998).
The A-stage functions to attenuate fluctuations of influent characteristics to provide a stable Bstage influent quality needed for the downstream BNR process. Bӧhnke et al. (1997a) showed
that as the influent COD loading increased from 600 to 1,200 mg/L, the COD removal
efficiencies in the A-stage increased from 45 to 65% resulting in more stable organic loading to
the B-stage. This may be attributed to the fast reproduction (generation) rates of bacteria,
often less than 30 minutes, likely resulting in rapid mutations in response to changes in loading
characteristics (Bӧhnke et al.,1997a). Furthermore, Schulze-Rettmer and Zuckut (1998) found
that the A-stage is capable of decomposing complex molecules resulting in the generation of
short chain molecules that can be metabolized easier in the proceeding BNR process.
Another benefit of the A-stage is attributed to the primary COD removal mechanism being bioflocculation instead of aeration (Jetten et al., 1997) resulting in less aeration necessary for
treatment. The typical oxygen requirement of the A-stage is 0.2 kg O2/COD removed which is
significantly lower compared to 0.6 kg O2/COD in conventional HRAS processes. Therefore, DO
concentrations can be maintained at <1 mg/L resulting in limited carbon loss via mineralization
which is typically responsible for 10-20% of the total carbon removed (Böhnke, 1997b; Haider
et al., 2003; Miller et al., 2014). This coincides with data reported by Khiewwijit et al. (2015)
showing that the A/B process would reduce CO2 emissions from 0.43 to 0.28 kg-CO2/m3 of
wastewater treated when compared to a CAS system, thus, making the A/B process a more
environmentally friendly process. Moreover, utilizing the kinetics of bio-flocculation results in
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more COD being captured in the WAS that can be redirected to an energy recovery system such
as anaerobic digesters for biogas production. Owen (1982) found that municipal wastewater
with an influent concentration of 400-500 mgCOD/L contains a potential chemical energy of
1.5-1.9 kWh/𝑚3 of wastewater treated.

This is significantly higher than typical energy

consumption of an A/B and CAS process operated at 20 oC that uses 0.23 and 0.37 kWh/𝑚3 of
wastewater treated, respectively (Kheiwwijit et al., 2015). It should be noted that their study
only incorporated energy consumed for aerating the biological treatment process and heating
for anaerobic digestion. The decreased energy consumption of the A/B process was attributed
to reduced aeration requirements. In addition to lower energy consumption, Kheiwwijit et al.
(2015) reported a higher methane yield increasing from 24% to 34% and a net energy
production for A-stage HRAS (0.24 kWh/𝑚3 of wastewater) compared to CAS (-0.08 kWh/𝑚3 of
wastewater). Organic matter concentrated in the activated sludge is converted to biogas which
is made up of approximately 60-70% methane (Mottet et al., 2010).
Operating sequencing batch reactors (SBR) with SRTs in the range of 7-11 days (CAS process),
Martins et al. (2003) observed that limited DO concentrations (<1.1 mg/L) resulted in
deteriorating settleability with the sludge volume index (SVI) reaching greater than 250 mL/g.
Average SVI values of 85 ± 26 mL/g have been reported in an A-stage pilot study (Miller, 2015)
which was similar to the range of 38 to 93 mL/g reported by Bohnke (1994) who evaluated the
performance of ten full-scale A/B plants in Germany and the Strass A/B plant in Austria.

In summary, the A-stage is a promising wastewater treatment process as it efficiently removes
organic matter in a small footprint with low aeration requirements, provides carbon for
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downstream BNR, increases the energy recovery potential and produces sludge with good
settling characteristics.

2.1.2.2 B-stage
The biological oxidation stage (B-stage) of the A/B process is operated as a BNR process focused
on two-step nitrogen removal through nitrification and denitrification.

To accommodate the

slower growth rate of nitrifying organisms, the SRT in the B-stage is operated between 8-20
days with a F/M less than 0.1 gBOD/gVSS-day (Böhnke et al., 1997a; Böhnke et al., 1998).
The denitrification step requires organic carbon (COD) for the conversion of nitrate and/or
nitrite to nitrogen gas that is released to the atmosphere. The B-stage can be operated as a
shortcut nitrogen removal system to utilize the internal carbon provided from the A-stage
effluent as well as decrease aeration requirements. Shortcut nitrogen removal can result in an
effluent TN concentration < 5 mg/L and 𝐵𝑂𝐷5 < 30mg/L which are the typical discharge limits
established in the United States. If internal carbon is needed for denitrification in the B-stage,
carbon capture in the A-stage can be managed and redirected to the B-stage to provide an
optimal C/N ratio of 8-12 mgCOD/mgN depending on the downstream BNR operating
conditions (Böhnke et al., 1997b; Miller, 2015; Sadowski, 2015).
If the BNR process is intermittently aerated with no designated anoxic zone, such as AvN, a
higher pCOD fraction in the A-stage effluent is desired as the pCOD adsorbed to the flocs can
persist during aeration and be hydrolyzed to readily biodegradable COD (rbCOD) when
transitioned to an anoxic state resulting in denitrification occurring in all reactors during anoxic
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cycles (Miller, 2015). Sadowski (2015) evaluated the influence of primary clarifier effluent (PCE)
and A-stage effluent (ASE) on the nitrogen removal performance of B-stage configurations and
aeration strategies. The two configurations consisted of AvN and Modified Ludzack-Ettinger
(MLE), where the first tank in series (four total) in the MLE configuration was designated as an
anoxic zone with the remaining tanks continuously aerated with DO control and ABAC.

PCE

was beneficial for both aeration strategies in a MLE configuration since rbCOD could be rapidly
utilized for denitrification in the anoxic zone but resulted in excess carbon loaded to the system
(Sadowski, 2015). Excess carbon resulted in heterotrophic competition for substrate and space
leading to decreased nitrification activity and subsequent increase in SRT or HRT (Miller, 2015;
Sadowski, 2015). Therefore, excess carbon should be removed prior to the BNR process.

2.2

Operating Conditions

There are numerous variations of activated sludge processes used to remove contaminants
from wastewater in which a specific process can be selected based on the type of influent
wastewater, available footprint and the effluent quality standards implemented in that specific
region. The differences between these processes can be distinguished by the specific
parameters in which the treatment plant is operated under; also known as the operating
conditions. The operating conditions and their influence on wastewater treatment
performance of interest in the present study include HRT, SRT, DO concentration, MLSS
concentration, oxygen requirement, specific oxygen uptake rate (SOUR), and the F/M. Typical
operating conditions of the CAS, conventional HRAS and A-stage HRAS processes are
summarized in Table 2.1 and will be expanded on in the following sections.
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Table 2.1: Operating conditions and performance of CAS, HRAS and A-stage HRAS processes
Parameter

Unit

Reference

HRT
SRT
DO
MLSS
Aeration
volume
Oxygen
Requirement
SOUR
BOD Loading
F/M

Hours
Days
mg/L
g/L
3
m /kgBOD5
removed
kgO2/kgCOD
removed
mgO2/
gVSS-h
kgBOD5/d/
m3
kgBOD/
kgMLSS-d

BOD removal

%

tCOD
removal

%

TSS removal

%

SVI

mL/g

CAS
Sawyer,
2015

Gonzalez
Zielinska
-Martinez Sawyer,
et al.,
et al.,
2015
2012
2016

>5

2.0

Conventional HRAS

15 - 50
0.5 - 1.5
2.9 - 3.5

15 - 35
14 - 27
1.0 - 2.5
3.7 – 5.0

Kehr,
1960

Emde
et al.,
1982

2-4
1-3
>2
3-6

2-3

37-60

A-stage HRAS
ShulzeBöhnke,
Rettmer
Miller,
1997;
and
2015
1998
Zuckut,
1998
0.5
0.5
0.1 - 0.5
0.1 - 0.5
< 1.0
< 1.5
2-3
21-41

26-44

0.6 0.7

0.2-0.3

3.6-4.7

25-200
1.0 1.6

< 0.56
< 0.5
> 90

96-99

63-78

80-90

3.2 4.5
0.72.7
70 90
50 70

2.2 –
4.0

85

8.3 14.1

50 - 80

77

2-10

2-10

85

39 - 65

48

35 - 61

70.572.2

41 - 69
42 80

120

40 - 80

50

60 110
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2.2.1 Hydraulic Retention Time
The average time that it takes for wastewater entering a system (influent) to reach the
discharge (effluent) is referred to as the HRT. Assuming that the flow is constant throughout
the system, HRT (hours) is approximated by the working volume of the reactors (m 3) divided by
the influent flow rate (m3/hour), as shown in Eq. (1).

𝐇𝐑𝐓 =

𝐕
𝐐

Eq. 1

Using a membrane bioreactor (MBR), Rodriguez et al. (2013) noted that increasing the HRT
from 12 to 18 hours resulted in a slightly higher alpha factor which represents the relationship
of oxygen transfer between clean and processed water. Higher alpha factor values indicate
better oxygen transfer from the bulk liquid to microorganisms resulting in a lower aeration
demand needed for cell growth (substrate utilization). However, Rodriguez et al. (2013) noted
that the difference in alpha factor values at the two applied HRTs was not statistically
significant (Multiple Linear Regression Analysis; p = 0.124). Therefore, increasing the HRT will
result in increased volume of treatment without enhancing the oxygen transfer for substrate
utilization leading to an overall increased aeration demand and subsequent operating cost to
remove organic matter.

Jimenez et al. (2015) observed the impacts of increasing the HRT from 5 to 60 minutes while
holding the SRT and DO concentrations constant at 1 day and 1.0 mg/L, respectively. Increasing
the HRT from 5 to 20 minutes resulted in a rapid increase in EPS production from approximately
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10 mgCOD/gVSS to 150 mgCOD/gVSS as the sCOD removal increased from approximately 50%
to 88% but both variables remained relatively stable as the HRT further increased. pCOD
removal was rapid at low HRT achieving removal efficiencies of approximately 25% and 75% at
HRTs of 5 and 30 minutes, respectively, with effluent concentrations <30 mg/L in 10 minutes.
Maximized colloidal COD (cCOD) removal required a longer HRT than sCOD and pCOD in which
cCOD removals of approximately 18%, 55% and 70% were achieved at HRTs of 5, 30 and 45
minutes, respectively. This observation supported their theory that pCOD and cCOD removal is
neither instantaneous nor complete at such a short HRT (< 60 minutes), which are common
assumptions in typical activated sludge models (ASM) (Jimenez et al., 2015).

Furthermore,

findings from Jimenez et al. (2015) suggest that operating at a 30-minute HRT in the A-stage
process is effective for targeting COD removal but is bio-flocculation limited in terms of cCOD
removal efficiencies.
2.2.2 Solids Retention Time
The SRT represents the average duration that the activated sludge biomass is retained in the
treatment process. Likewise, the aerobic SRT refers to how long the biomass is retained in the
aeration basin and neglects biological reactions that occur in the anaerobic and/or anoxic zones
of the clarifier. Reactions occurring in the clarifier could have a significant impact on processes
such as dewatering and digestion, however, for the purpose of the present study; the following
information will only cover aerobic SRT. If the WAS is wasted from the sludge return line, the
aerobic SRT is calculated based on the aeration basin volume (𝑉 = m3), MLSS concentration (𝑋𝑎
= g/m3) in the aeration basin, wasting flow rate (𝑄𝑤 = m3/d), return activated sludge (RAS)
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concentration (𝑋𝑅 = g/m3), effluent flow rate (𝑄𝑒 = m3/d) and effluent concentration (𝑋𝑒 =
g/m3), as shown in Eq. (2).
𝐒𝐑𝐓 = 𝐐

𝐕𝐗

𝐰 𝐗 𝐑 +𝐐𝐞 𝐗 𝐞

Eq. (2)

A schematic of an A-stage process showing the different parameters used for the calculation of
SRT is shown in Figure (2.2).

Figure 2.2: A schematic of an A-stage process outlining the different parameters used for the
calculation of SRT.

Assuming that the effluent solids concentration is negligible in relation to the MLSS and RAS
concentrations, the equation is simplified to Eq. (3).
𝐒𝐑𝐓 =

𝐕𝐗
𝐐𝐰 𝐗 𝐑

𝐄𝐪. (𝟑)

The SRT is of great importance to an activated sludge system because it can influence the
kinetics of bacteria, removal efficiencies and settling characteristics of the activated sludge.
Operating at very low SRTs (<1 day) selectively retains the fastest growing microorganisms
(bacteria) and removes more complex organisms from the system that exert an oxygen demand
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without beneficial COD removal (Böhnke et al., 1997a). This was supported by Haider et al.
(2003) in which the mean growth rates of heterotrophic bacteria were observed to be in the
range of the maximum growth rates resulting in the removal of slower growing heterotrophic
organisms depending on the applied SRT.

Heterotrophic organisms responsible for carbon removal require oxygen to convert COD into
biomass and EPS while simultaneously oxidizing existing cellular material to produce energy for
cell growth, known as endogenous respiration (Walker, 1971). Selectively retaining bacteria
with high metabolic rates by decreasing the SRT resulted in a higher specific oxygen uptake rate
(SOUR) by the retained microorganisms and subsequent maximum growth rates (substrate
utilization) (Orthon et al., 2009; Frienrich et al., 2015). Therefore, lowering the aerobic SRT
resulted in lower oxygen demand and energy requirements for aeration with increased organic
matter converted into biomass that can be sent to an energy recovery system (McCarty et al.,
2011). Moreover, the ratio of cell debris to active biomass increased from 0.41 to 2.0 when the
SRT increased from 5 to 20 days, respectively, indicating a higher aeration demand with longer
SRTs (Liu and Wang, 2015).

Using bench-scale SBR’s operated at SRT’s of 5, 10 and 20 days and MLSS concentration
maintained at 2,000 mg/L, Li and Yang (2007) noted that decreasing the SRT resulted in
decreased settleability and bio-flocculation indicated by higher SVI values and effluent
suspended solids (ESS) concentrations, respectively. It should be noted that the SVI ranged
from 32.4 ± 2.1 to 51 ± 3.6 which are indicative of good settling sludge regardless of the SRT
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within the range of their study.

A similar study conducted by Xie and Yang (2009) found that

increasing the SRT from 5 to 10 days resulted in decreased loosely bound EPS (LB-EPS)
concentrations from approximately 5 to 2 mgTOC/gMLSS (total organic carbon; TOC), tightly
bound EPS (TB-EPS) from 41 to 30 mgTOC/gMLSS and SVI values from 100 to 75 mL/g. When
the system was changed back to a 5-day SRT, a return in deteriorated settleability (SVI = 181
mL/g), increased LB-EPS to 6 mgTOC/gMLSS and TB-EPS to 40 mgTOC/gMLSS occurred (Xie and
Yang, 2009). It should be noted that both studies (Li and Yang, 2007; Xie and Yang, 2009)
related the deteriorated performance at a 5 day SRT to higher quantities of LB-EPS whereas
increased TB-EPS concentrations had minimal influence. Both studies operated outside the
typical SRT range of the A-stage HRAS process (<1 day), therefore, results may vary when
operated at a very low SRT.

Chao and Keinath (1979) noted that non-filamentous bulking occurred between a 2-day and 5day SRT as well as lower than 1.9 days but good settling occurred past 5 days and around 2
days. Operating an A-stage pilot (SRT < 1 day), Miller (2015) reported an average SVI of 85 ± 26
mL/g (n=414) with less than 10 sample days (1 data point per day) reaching SVI values greater
than 150 mL/g. Furthermore, COD removal was positively correlated with SRT until reaching a
maximum COD removal between 70-80% (Miller, 2015) which was achieved between a 0.3-day
SRT. Based on similar studies conducted on HRAS processes (Ge et al., 2013; Jimenez et al.,
2015), it is likely that the COD removal efficiency would increase to 85-95% if the SRT increased
past a one-day SRT. Miller (2015) further suggested that COD removal becomes a function of
hydrolysis at SRTs between 0.5-1 days since adsorption of pCOD and cCOD was maximized but
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limited by the number of available adsorption sites that would be created via hydrolysis in a
system operating under a longer SRT.

Jimenez et al. (2015) noted that operating at a lower SRT (0.1 days) resulted in a low oxygen
requirement compared to operating at a higher SRT (2 days) with values of 0.23 +/- 0.08 and
0.52 +/- 0.13 kg O2/kgCOD removed, respectively. Furthermore, SRT was positively correlated
with mineralization (calculated as the difference between the influent COD concentration and
the COD concentration found in the WAS and effluent, where 67%, 37% and 14% of the total
COD being mineralized at SRTs of 2, 0.5 and 0.1 days, respectively. Using lab-scale MBRs
operated with a 0.7 hour HRT and SRT varying from 0.125 to 5 days, Faust et al. (2014b) found
that the extent of bio-flocculation, measured as the suspended COD (pCOD and cCOD) in the
concentrate, increased from 59% to 98% at SRTs of 0.125 and 5 days, respectively. The same
authors further noted increased mineralization from 1% to 32% as the SRT increased from
0.125 to 5 days, respectively, leading to an optimal range for bio-flocculation and energy
recovery in the range of 0.5 to 1 day SRT (Faust et al., 2014b).

Operating SBRs with synthetic wastewater at SRTs in the range of 5 to 20 days and DO
concentrations ranging from 0.4 to 4 mg/L, Liu and Wang (2015) showed that mixed liquor
volatile suspended solids (MLVSS) concentration increased with SRT for all DO concentrations.
Conversely, their study showed that the endogenous OUR remained stable under oxygen
limitation (<0.5 mg/L) and increased with DO = 4 mg/L but at a slower rate than the increase of
MLVSS. This indicates that there are increased quantities of cell debris at higher SRTs and more
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active biomass at lower SRTs regardless of DO concentration (Liu and Wang, 2015). Therefore,
lowering the SRT of a HRAS process resulted in an increased sludge yield and higher COD
content on the WAS which suggests that less hydrolysis of pCOD and cCOD as well as the
storage of sCOD occurs at lower SRT operations (Jimenez et al., 2015). The rate of hydrolysis is
a slow process with a hydrolysis rate coefficient (kh) of 0.013 d-1 (Liu and Wang, 2015),
indicating that operating at a low SRT will not provide enough time for significant hydrolysis to
occur. Limiting the amount of hydrolysis resulted in increased COD content captured in the
WAS and energy recovery potential when sent to an anaerobic digester. Using the A/B process,
Meerburg et al. (2015) showed that operating at a SRT of 0.41 day resulted in a specific
methane yield of 484 mLCH4/gTSS which was significantly higher than the 389 mLCH4/gTSS they
observed when operated at 1.31 day SRT.

Therefore, the A-stage HRAS process can be considered as a cost effective means for carbon
removal by lowering the aeration demand and increasing the energy recovery potential by
diverting COD captured in the WAS to an anaerobic digester.

2.2.3 Dissolved Oxygen Concentration
The dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration represents the mass of oxygen (mg) present in a
volume of liquid (L).

Oxygen is an electron acceptor utilized by heterotrophic bacteria,

ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB) and nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB) to consume organic
matter (COD) for cell growth and maintenance.
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In 2011, United States municipal wastewater treatment facilities consumed approximately
0.8% of the nation’s electricity (30.2 billion kWh) with over 50% attributed to aeration alone
(WRF and EPRI, 2013). Supplying DO at a rate greater than the demand by the microorganisms
provides no advantage to biochemical oxidation (Boon and Thomas, 1998) leading to increased
operational expenditures with no further increase in contaminant removal. The rate limiting
DO concentration for carbonaceous oxidation and nitrification are approximately 0.5 and 1.5
mg/L, respectively (Boon and Thomas, 1998). Therefore, efficient COD removal might be
achieved by the A-stage HRAS process operating with DO concentrations < 1 mg/L lowering the
overall aeration requirements compared to conventional HRAS and CAS systems.

Martins et al. (2003b) evaluated the influence of DO concentration on settling characteristics by
operating SBRs with a total cycle time of 4 hours, SRT of 10 days, aerobic feed times between 3
and 15 minutes and different DO concentrations of >2.5 mg/L and < 1.1 mg/L. Their results
showed that DO concentrations < 1.1 mg/L resulted in deteriorating settleability with SVI values
greater than 250 mL/g compared to less than 100 mL/g with DO concentrations >2.5 mg/L. This
was attributed to oxygen limitation producing porous and irregularly shaped flocs with fingerlike filamentous structures whereas operating without oxygen limitation produced firm, round,
and compact flocs with very few filaments (Martins et al., 2003b). Similar results were reported
by Wilén and Balmér (1998) operating a pilot study at a 5-day SRT and varying the DO
concentration from 0.5 to 2 mg/L. Therefore, operating with low DO and high SRT (CAS) could
be detrimental to clarifier performance but the settling characteristics could vary for very low
SRT (<1 day) systems. Over a period of 600 days of operating an A-stage pilot study, no
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correlation was found between DO concentration and SVI values although sludge bulking was
observed at a DO < 0.1 mg/L (Miller, 2015). The bulk DO concentration likely did not negatively
impact the system since heterotrophs have a very low DO half saturation coefficient (kDO < 0.05)
(Miller, 2015). Good settling sludge was promoted by a plug-flow configuration (Miller, 2015)
compared to typical complete-mix HRAS processes which are known to have poor settling
characteristics when operated with a low SRT or high F/M (Stewart, 1964; Bisogni and
Lawrence, 1971; Chao and Keinath, 1979).

Operating a pilot-scale process with a constant SRT (1 day) and varying the DO concentration,
Jimenez et al. (2015) reported that a DO concentration of 1 mg/L was needed to maximize bioflocculation and subsequent pCOD and cCOD removal whereas a sCOD removal was controlled
at a much lower DO concentration of approximately 0.1 mg/L. Therefore, the DO set-point in
the A-stage process can be adjusted to remove specific COD fractions based on the
downstream BNR operating conditions as previously discussed (section 2.1.2.2).

The A-stage HRAS process is typically operated with a DO concentration near zero promoting
the growth of bacteria that are capable of breaking down complex chemical pollutants (ShulzeRettmer et al., 1998). Low DO concentrations not only reduce oxygen input but also enhance
the driving force for oxygen mass transfer by maintaining a large oxygen deficit which results in
high oxygen transfer efficiency (OTE) (Lee et al., 2015; Liu and Wang, 2015). Moreover, only 1020% of the COD removed in the A-stage is attributed to oxidation (Böhnke, 1997b; Haider et al.,
2003; Miller et al., 2014) resulting in minimal aeration requirements. Increasing the DO
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concentration from 0.5 to 1.5 mg/L resulted in increased COD oxidation (Zielinska et al., 2012)
with less COD being captured in the WAS. Liu and Wang (2015) investigated the influence of
DO concentration on the degradation of cell debris by operating SBRs with a 12-hour HRT, SRTs
ranging from 5 to 40 days, and DO concentrations from 0.4 to 4 mg/L using synthetic
wastewater without additional TSS. Their study found that long-term low DO concentrations (<
2 mg/L) significantly inhibited the heterotrophs hydrolysis rate of cell debris (kh = 2.1) but did
not impact the heterotrophs endogenous decay rate (𝑘𝑑,𝐻 approximately 0). This resulted in
increased carbon capture and active biomass production which has been shown to reduce
aeration demand and increased energy recovery potential (McCarty et al., 2011; Ge et al., 2013;
Liu and Wang, 2015). Faust et al. (2014a) operated 2 lab-scale MBRs and found that EPS
production increased from 122 to 175 mgEPS/gVSS when operated at DO concentrations of 1.0
and 4.0 mg/L, respectively. This translated into bio-flocculation efficiencies (quantified as cCOD
removed) of 65% and 91%, respectively, (Faust et al., 2014a) which contradicts findings from Li
and Yang (2007) and Xie and Yang (2009) noting that increased EPS concentrations resulted in
deteriorated bioflocculation. These conflicting reports may be a result of extracting EPS from
different processes in which the EPS concentrations and components were likely different.
Increased EPS production and subsequent bio-flocculation can be attributed to increased sCOD
uptake (Lispidou and Rittmann, 2002; Jimenez et al., 2015) or higher DO concentrations
producing more turbulence in which bacteria excrete more EPS to resist floc shearing (Sheng et
al., 2010).
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2.2.4 Mixed Liquor Suspended Solids (MLSS) Concentration
The total mass of solids (mg) present in a completely mixed liquid (L) is referred to as the MLSS
and is typically expressed as total suspended solids (TSS) per liter (mgTSS/L). The concentration
of MLSS in a wastewater treatment process is critical because it represents the quantity of
active bacteria, cellular debris, influent TSS and influent inert VSS present in the system for
subsequent removal of contaminants.

Increasing the MLSS concentration resulted in decreasing the alpha factor and subsequent
oxygen transfer (Rodriquez et al, 2013) but was not found to be significantly different (Multiple
Linear Regression Analysis, p = 0.09). Zhang et al. (2014) investigated the influence of MLSS
concentration on the specific adsorption capacity of activated sludge by operating SBRs with
HRTs ranging from 5 to 30 minutes, MLSS concentrations ranging from 2,250 - 4,500 mg/L and a
constant substrate concentration of 600 mgCOD/L. Their study showed that the specific
adsorption capacity of organic matter was steady while MLSS increased from 2,250 to 2,570
mg/L but decreased from approximately 0.17 to 0.105 mgCOD/mgMLSS as the MLSS
concentration increased from 2,570 to 4,500 mg/L, respectively. It is likely that the adsorption
sites at lower MLSS concentrations were fully saturated but the specific adsorption capacity
declined when MLSS was increased because there was no additional substrate to be adsorbed.

Similar results were found by Miller (2015) who noted that COD removal increased from 20 to
60% as the MLSS increased from 500 to 3,000 mg/L but did not increase when the MLSS
concentration exceeded 3,000 mg/L. It is likely that the A-stage was not limited by biomass
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concentration but more so associated with a lack of EPS production and available adsorption
sites at low SRT (<0.5 day) based on previous findings from Jimenez et al. (2007). EPS possess
high concentrations of extracellular enzymes that hydrolyze particulate and colloidal organic
matter within the floc matrix but at a slower rate than adsorption (Frolund et al., 1995).
Therefore, the increase in COD removal from 20-60% observed by Miller (2015) was associated
with readily biodegradable substrate consumption whereas COD removal in the absence of
rbCOD was dependent on EPS production and subsequent hydrolysis of pCOD and cCOD,
resulting in slower COD removal.

Mikkelsen and Keiding (2002b) found that the ratio of dispersed particles to total mass of
activated sludge increased as the MLSS concentration increased from 0-4 g/L which negatively
impacted dewaterability measured as increased capillary suction time (CST). Increased sludge
dispersion was thought to be associated with surface shear as the floc network structures
develop (Mikkelsen and Keiding, 2002b). This conflicts with Parker et al. (1970) suggesting that
higher MLSS concentrations increase the collision frequency between particles, thus promoting
flocculation. It is possible that there was an optimal MLSS concentration that promoted bioflocculation, and increasing past that optimal concentration resulted in increased dispersion.

Based on the fore mentioned studies, it can be suggested that increasing the MLSS
concentration up to approximately 3,000 mg/L would benefit bio-flocculation without
significantly inhibiting the oxygen transfer rates, resulting in optimal MLSS concentrations for
carbon capture.
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2.2.5 Oxygen Requirement and Oxygen Uptake Rate
The amount of oxygen that is required to remove organic matter is referred to as the oxygen
requirement (kgO2/kgCOD removed) whereas the oxygen uptake rate (OUR) represents the rate
at which the oxygen is being utilized by bacteria per unit time and unit volume. In the majority
of activated sludge models (ASM), parameter sets used for growth kinetics are obtained from
systems with a SRT in the range of 3 to 20 days (Henze et al., 1987; Gujer et al., 1999). In these
models, the maximum specific OUR (1.17

𝑚𝑔𝑂2
𝑚𝑔 𝑋𝑂𝐻𝑂 ∗𝑑

) of ordinary heterotrophic organisms

(OHO) refers to the maximum OUR (OURm) performed by a specific concentration of OHOs
(𝑋𝑂𝐻𝑂 ) and is dependent on the OHO yield (𝑌𝑂𝐻𝑂 ), maximum growth rate (𝜇𝑚,𝑂𝐻𝑂 ), decay rate
(𝑏𝑂𝐻𝑂 ) and endogenous respiration residue fraction (𝑓𝑈 ) (McKinney, 1960) as shown in Eq. (4).

𝐎𝐔𝐑 𝐦 𝟏 − 𝐘𝐎𝐇𝐎
=
∗ 𝛍𝐦,𝐎𝐇𝐎 + (𝟏 − 𝐟𝐮 ) ∗ 𝐛𝐎𝐇𝐎
𝐗 𝐎𝐇𝐎
𝐘𝐎𝐇𝐎

𝐄𝐪. (𝟒)

This calculation was based on using default values (WRC, 1984) of OHOs (YOHO = 0.67
gCOD/gCOD, μm,OHO = 2d−1 , bOHO = 0.24 d−1 , and fU = 0.2).

There are several concerns associated with using this method in ASMs including the use of
constant growth rates and neglecting physiological adaption of microorganisms over a period of
time (Friedrich et al., 2015). In systems with a very low SRT (1 day), ASMs predict 80% active
biomass fraction compared to < 20% with an SRT of 50 days with each system differing in
composition of constituents but having the same physiological properties (𝜇𝑚 and 𝑂𝑈𝑅𝑚 )
which is unlikely in activated sludge (Friedrich et al., 2015). The variability of growth rates was
confirmed by altering constants in a calibration exercise by Orhon et al. (2009) who reported
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that low SRT systems had a higher maximum growth rate than high SRT systems when
calibrating ASM1 and ASM3. To elucidate physiological adaption of 𝑋𝑂𝐻𝑂 , Friedrich et al. (2015)
obtained the endogenous decay rate (𝑏𝑒 ) from the endogenous respiration rate (𝑂𝑈𝑅𝑒 ) and
compared the results to 𝑂𝑈𝑅𝑚 and subsequent 𝜇𝑚 . Their results showed that endogenous
respiration better represented the OHO biomass than maximum respiration due to their
association with degradable organic matter. The decrease in 𝑂𝑈𝑅𝑒 with decreasing 𝑏𝑒 over a
period of time represented the decrease in biomass whereas the decrease in 𝑂𝑈𝑅𝑚 with
decreasing 𝑏𝑚 reflected a decrease in growth potential. Friedrich et al. (2015) further noted
that the 𝑏𝑒 was smaller than 𝑏𝑚 for highly loaded systems whereas low loaded systems had
similar decay rates which can be attributed to bacteria in highly loaded systems utilizing
internal substrate in the absence of external substrate, thus reducing their growth potential
faster.

Witzig et al. (2002) proposed that the value for OUR is equivalent to the overall metabolic
activity of the activated sludge community and the oxygen requirement depends on the rate at
which sewage is treated (Boon and Thomas, 1998).

Therefore, a smaller tank volume

containing higher MLSS concentrations will have a higher OUR per unit volume of the aeration
tank (Boon and Thomas, 1998) resulting in efficient substrate utilization with decreased
aeration and footprint. This was supported by Haider et al (2003) operating SBRs with a SRT
ranging from 0.4 to 1.0 days and found that as sludge age increased, the ratio of initial to
maximum OUR decreased and that the absolute values for OUR increased with sludge age as
the MLSS concentration increased from 1.5 to 3.0 g/L. Operating a pilot-scale A-stage, Miller
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(2015) noted that increasing the SRT resulted in increased OUR until a maximum OUR of 150200 mgO2/L-hr was reached. The OUR in full scale plants typically peak around 150 mgO2/L-hr
which could explain why A-stage processes can only achieve 70-80% COD removal (Miller,
2015). According to Zielinska et al. (2012), the OUR is dependent on the composition of
influent wastewater and showed that addition of acetate (organic carbon) increased the OUR at
a DO concentration of 0.5mg/L compared to an influent containing only inorganic carbon which
predictably remained at zero.

2.2.6 Food-to-Microorganism Ratio
The amount of organic matter (BOD or COD) that is loaded to a WWTP operating with a certain
sludge concentration (MLSS) per day is known as the food-to-microorganism ratio (F/M)
(kgBOD/kgMLSS-day). The F/M is calculated by dividing the product of influent flow rate (Q;
m3/d) and substrate concentration (So; kg/m3) by the concentration of biomass (X; kg/m3)
occupying a specific volume of treatment (V; m3) which is shown in Eq. (5).

𝐅/𝐌 =

𝐐∗𝐒𝐨
𝐗∗𝐕

Eq. (5)

Typical F/M’s for CAS, conventional HRAS and A-stage HRAS are 0.2-0.4 kgBOD/kgMLSS-day,
1.5-2.0 kgBOD5/kgMLSS-day and 2.0-10 kgBOD/kgMLVSS-day, respectively (Böhnke, 1997b; van
Loosdrecht and Heijnen, 2002; Miller et al., 2014). Bacteria in highly loaded systems, such as
the A-stage HRAS process, base their survival on maximizing their growth rates (substrate
utilization rate) at the expense of increasing their decay rate, whereas bacteria in low loaded
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systems reduce their decay rate at the expense of lower maximum growth rates (Friedrich et
al., 2015). The specific adsorption capacity (qc; mgCOD/mgMLSS), refers to how much organic
matter is adsorbed to the surface of the flocs in a specific concentration of biomass. The
difference between the total substrate found in the influent (So; mg/L) and effluent (S; mg/L)
divided by the biomass concentration (X; g/L) reflects the specific adsorption capacity of
activated sludge as shown in Eq. (6).

𝐪𝐜 =

𝐒𝐨 −𝐒
𝐗

Eq. (6)

As seen in Eq. (7), qc is inversely correlated with the MLSS concentration but directly related to
substrate concentration and has been confirmed through experimental studies (Zhang et al.,
2014). Zhang et al. (2014) further noted that the specific adsorption capacity is linearly
correlated with the F/M. Assuming that the influent substrate and biomass concentration in a
given volume are relatively stable, increasing the influent flow rate (i.e. increased F/M) would
result in a higher specific adsorption capacity with more carbon being captured in the WAS and
diverted to an energy recovery system.

Van Dierdonck et al. (2012) varied the F/M using SBRs operated at a 20 day SRT and MLSS
concentration of 4.5 g/L and found that operating at a low F/M (0.024 kgBOD/kgMLSS-day),
activated sludge flocs were fragmented (broken down into smaller flocs) resulting in a
significant increase in effluent suspended solids (ESS) when compared to operating at a high
F/M (0.24 kgBOD/kgMLSS-day).

However, both conditions obtained similar SVI values
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(approximately 52 mL/g). Based on their results, increasing the F/M promotes better bioflocculation with less suspended solids reaching the effluent. Martins et al. (2003a) evaluated
the influence of an aerobic selector by operating 2L SBRs at a total cycle time of 4 hours, DO
concentration > 2mg/L and SRT of 10 days with aerobic feed times ranging from 3 to 90
minutes. Their study found that decreasing the substrate gradient (increased aerobic feed
time) had a strong negative impact on settleability. Again, these operating conditions (Martins
et al., 2003a; Van Dierdonk et al., 2012) were not representative of a HRAS process and the
influence of F/M on floc structure and solids removal with lower retention times (higher F/M)
could vary from these results.

2.3

Fate of COD

Microorganisms can remove a wide range of contaminants from wastewater resulting in
biological treatment being the most widely used and cost-effective methods for wastewater
treatment.

To effectively remove contaminants, the retention of microorganisms in the

treatment process is required. This can be accomplished by keeping the biomass in suspension
(i.e., activated sludge) or providing additional surfaces for the biomass to adhere to known as
attached growth. For the purpose of the present study, the focus of the following sections is on
suspended growth systems. Organic matter (carbon) present in the wastewater is commonly
measured as BOD and COD in which COD is a more useful measure when attempting to make
correlations among substrate, biomass and DO in terms of electron equivalence (Orhon et al.,
1997). COD represents the amount of oxygen required to oxidize organic matter into carbon
dioxide and water (McCarty et al., 2011) and can be removed from wastewater by several
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different mechanisms including bio-flocculation, adsorption, intracellular storage and oxidation.
However, COD can overestimate the biodegradable fraction of organic matter as is also
measures oxidizable constituents such as ammonia and ammonium.

2.3.1 Assessment of COD Fractions
In order to determine the fate of COD removal, it is necessary to analyze the fractions of COD
present in the wastewater. The total COD (tCOD) present in wastewater consist of slowly
biodegradable COD (sbCOD) and readily biodegradable COD (rbCOD) as well as other oxidizable
constituents as previously mentioned. sbCOD is characterized as particulate COD (pCOD) which
in turn is defined as the sum of suspended solids (SS) and colloidal organic matter (cCOD). For
the purpose of this paper, pCOD refers to the SS fraction and cCOD is the truly colloidal fraction
which is too small to settle by gravitational forces alone. The rbCOD fraction consists of soluble
COD (sCOD) and is considered as the truly soluble organic matter (Jimenez et al., 2005). The
colloidal fraction can further be divided into two fractions, as defined by Jimenez et al (2005),
consisting of high molecular weight cCOD (HMWcCOD) and low molecular weight cCOD
(LMWcCOD) categorized by the size of particles ranging from 0.45-0.01 and 0.01-0.001 microns,
respectively.

For the purpose of this paper, the mechanisms responsible for the removal of COD are
characterized as carbon capture and carbon oxidation. Carbon capture refers to mechanisms in
which COD is enmeshed, adsorbed or absorbed to the activated sludge (bio-flocculation,
adsorption and storage) whereas carbon oxidation (mineralization) refers to COD that is
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converted to CO2 and lost to the system. By optimizing the mechanisms responsible for carbon
capture in a HRAS process, increased quantities of COD can be redirected to an energy recovery
system with the potential for WWTP’s to become energy neutral or even energy positive.

2.3.2 Bio-flocculation
The aggregation of bacteria into biological flocs, known as bio-flocculation, has been associated
with several interparticle forces such as extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), divalent
cation bridging and hydrophobic interactions (Urbain et al., 1993; Higgins and Novak, 1997;
Sobeck and Higgins, 2002). Not only do these interparticle forces act to aggregate bacteria into
flocs, but also enmesh pCOD, cCOD and exoenzymes that are associated with hydrolysis
(Laspidou and Rittman, 2002). In other words, bio-flocculation is responsible for the removal
and conversion of biodegradable substrate into biomass and EPS which acts as the structural
backbone of the activated sludge flocs (Jimenez et. al., 2005; La Motta et al., 2007; Miller,
2015).

One of the most commonly used methods to remove suspended matter from wastewater is by
gravity settling due to its simplicity and low operational costs. Efficient primary sedimentation
tanks can remove influent TSS, BOD and COD in the ranges of 50 to 70%, 25 to 40%, and 20 to
35%, respectively. On the other hand, primary sedimentation fails to remove cCOD and sCOD
which could be used as a source for biogas production. If bio-flocculation does not occur in the
activated sludge process, colloidal particles are not incorporated into the floc matrix via
enmeshment (La Motta et al., 2007). Moreover, cCOD not captured in the WAS would result in
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lower biogas production with more COD reaching the effluent. Therefore, bio-flocculation is a
crucial mechanism for optimizing carbon capture and energy recovery from wastewater and
should be included when modeling activated sludge systems for the most accurate results. The
rate of bio-flocculation as defined by Jimenez et al. (2005) is shown in Eq. (7).

𝒓 = 𝒌(𝑪 − 𝒂) ∗ 𝑿

Eq. (7)

As seen in Eq. (7), the flocculation rate (r) follows first-order rate kinetics with a flocculation
constant (k), and depends on the concentration of particles in the supernatant after 30 minutes
of settling (C; mg/L), residual concentration of particles (a; mg/L) which includes shearing
effects, and the MLSS concentration (X; mg/L) of the reactor.

The removal of pCOD can be influenced by operating conditions such as HRT, SRT, F/M, DO
concentration and mixing intensity (𝐺 −1 ). Jimenez et al. (2005) evaluated the influence of DO
on COD removal by operating two SBR’s with DO concentrations of 0.02-0.05 mg/L and >1.5
mg/L with additional mixing applied (G = 40 s-1) in both reactors to keep the sludge in
suspension. Their results showed the cCOD concentration decreased from 50 mg/L at the start
of the experiment to approximately 22 mg/L and 25 mg/L for the aerated and non-aerated
reactors, respectively. Since DO concentration did not significantly influence cCOD removal, the
only remaining parameter that would influence cCOD was attributed to continuous mixing. It
should be noted that their study did not evaluate the influence of EPS which likely played a
significant role on bio-flocculation. This may be attributed to mixing in the absence of DO kept
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the sludge in suspension allowing the EPS of dispersed particles and flocs to interact. However,
it was not well established whether the presence of DO (>1.5 mg/L) or potential increased
mixing intensity provided by aeration was responsible for the slightly better COD removal
efficiency in the aerated reactor as only the mixing intensity of the mechanical mixing device
was calculated by Jimenez et al. (2005).

Although there was only a slight increase in bio-

flocculation under aerated conditions, Jimenez et al. (2015) suggested that a DO concentration
of 1.0 mg/L is necessary in order to maximize bio-flocculation. The same authors noted that
EPS production increased almost linearly with DO concentration from 0.1 to 2.0 mg/L
suggesting the DO enhances substrate uptake (sCOD) and EPS production. However, pCOD and
cCOD removal was maximized around 90% and 80%, respectively, with a DO concentration of
1.0 mg/L and EPS production of approximately 80 mgCOD/gVSS. Since the COD removal
efficiencies did not increase with DO concentration or EPS production, it is likely that providing
a DO concentration of 1.0 mg/L resulted in an optimal mixing intensity combined with
increased EPS production for bio-flocculation. Jimenez et al. (2005) further noted that the
residual concentration of HMWcCOD (0.01-0.45 microns) was minimal with lower velocity
gradient (G = 30 𝑠 −1 ) and comparable to SS residual concentrations, whereas LMWcCOD (0.0010.01 microns) residual concentrations remained relatively stable from G = 10-75 𝑠 −1 but
significantly increased at high G values (G = 100 𝑠 −1 ). Therefore, highly turbulent environments
can induce floc shearing resulting in a release of organic matter into solution and subsequent
decreased effluent quality.
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In the majority of systems operated with a SRT > 3 days, bio-flocculation of pCOD and cCOD is
rapid and complete resulting in most activated sludge models (ASM) neglecting the influence of
bio-flocculation kinetics on carbon removal (Miller, 2015). Modelling flocculation kinetics
initially focused on floc break up and reflocculation to improve suspended solids removal in
secondary clarifiers (Parker et al., 1971; Whalberg et al., 1994). La Motta et al. (2003a)
expanded on this work and developed a model that incorporated EPS with a first-order rate
expression for describing the removal of pCOD and cCOD in the aeration basin. Jimenez et al.
(2005) evaluated the validity of this model in terms of pCOD and cCOD removal in a HRAS pilot
and found that pCOD removal was rapid but not instantaneous and the removal of cCOD was
slower than pCOD with removal rates similar to rbCOD. The model developed by La Motta et
al. (2003a) is limited by the assumption that the ratio of EPS to MLSS is constant and adsorption
sites are readily available. As previously mentioned, decreasing the SRT resulted in less
adsorption capacity and availability of adsorption sites which has been postulated as a lack of
EPS production at low SRT (Miller, 2015). Therefore this model may not accurately estimate
carbon removal for the A-stage HRAS process.

A non-steady state model developed by

Laspidou and Rittman (2002) was based on the assumption that the EPS production rate is
proportional to soluble substrate consumption but neglected the removal of pCOD and cCOD
associated with EPS production and bio-flocculation.

Most recently, Nogaj et al. (2013)

developed a model in attempt to couple the production of EPS with pCOD and cCOD removal.
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2.3.3 Extracellular Polymeric Substances
The influence of EPS is a relatively new aspect for evaluating the performance of biological
wastewater treatment and has been gaining more attention in recent years.

Although

substantial work has been done in attempt to characterize EPS and its influence on system
performance, the kinetics and mechanisms behind EPS production are not well understood with
conflicting reports throughout the literature. EPS analysis has been done primarily on CAS
systems with very limited literature on HRAS processes resulting in more informational gaps
that need to be filled in order to fully understand the kinetics of EPS production and how it
influences contaminant removal from wastewater.

Moreover, there are many different

methods to extract EPS from activated sludge that vary in extraction efficiency making
comparisons between studies very difficult.

In general, EPS are primarily negatively charged, high molecular weight (HMW) substances that
are incorporated in the floc matrix through active secretion from microorganisms, products of
cell lysis, hydrolysis of macromolecules and adsorbed from the environment (Wingender et al.,
1999). These substances serve as a microbial aggregate, structural backbone of the floc, and
survival mechanism for bacteria against turbulent conditions, dehydration, nutrient deficiency
and toxic substances (Lispidou and Rittmann, 2002).

EPS have been considered the third largest component in activated sludge, behind water and
cells (Li and Ganczarczyk, 1990), which constitute anywhere from 50-80% of the organic
fraction in activated sludge (Dignac et al., 1998; Wilén et al., 2003a). The fractions of EPS are
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categorized as soluble or bound EPS. Bound EPS is further characterized as loosely bound EPS
(LB-EPS), or slime layer, and tightly bound EPS (TB-EPS), or capsular layer (Li and Yang, 2007;
Liao et al., 2001; Sheng et al., 2010; Lispidou and Rittmann, 2002). Soluble EPS (S-EPS) can be
considered as the equivalent of soluble microbial products (SMP) since both S-EPS and SMP are
organic compounds produced by microorganisms through either substrate utilization (cell
growth) or associated with biomass (cell lysis) (Laspidou and Rittman, 2002).

SMP are

associated with the majority of COD that are not incorporated into the flocs, therefore,
decreasing the effluent quality of the system (de Silva and Rittman, 2000). Concentrations of
LB-EPS make up 10 to 20% of the total EPS and are found in significantly lower concentrations
than TB-EPS but are more influential on the bio-flocculation and settling characteristics of the
sludge (Li and Yang, 2007; Xie and Yang, 2009).

It should be noted that both studies (Li and

Yang, 2007; Xie and Yang, 2009) did not quantify the S-EPS fraction leading to TB-EPS making up
approximately 80 to 90% of the total EPS.

The formation of EPS requires oxygen (electron acceptor), therefore if a significant fraction of
the oxygen demand is directed to EPS production, growth rates will decline, and neglecting the
kinetics of EPS production would lead to an overestimation of cell yield (Laspidou and Rittmann,
2002). However, the exact mechanisms responsible for EPS production are not well understood
with conflicting reports throughout previous literature.

It has been proposed by Logan and Hunt (1988) that the only common condition inducing EPS
production is microbial starvation and EPS production increased with increasing the SRT (Evans
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et al., 1994; Sheng et al., 2010), suggesting increased EPS production during the endogenous
growth phase. This conflicts with the model developed by Laspidou and Rittman (2003a)
showing that EPS is produced in direct proportion to soluble substrate utilization. Furthermore,
Liao et al. (2001) showed that large amounts of EPS were extracted at low SRTs (4 days) and the
total EPS concentration was independent of SRT (ANOVA, p > 0.05) indicating that EPS
production is not limited to the stationary and endogenous growth phases associated with
longer SRTs (4-20 days). Ehlers and Turner (2011) noted that the F/M was negatively correlated
with EPS production which was attributed to the fact that readily available substrate is rarely
limited at higher F/M ratios, thus not fully inducing EPS production (Miller, 2015). Therefore,
the high F/M (low SRT) of the A-stage HRAS process is potentially bio-flocculation limited due to
low EPS production.

The influence of EPS production on bio-flocculation is contradictory as previous studies have
reported that bio-flocculation and EPS concentration are positively (Urbain et al., 1993; Ehlers
and Turner, 2001), negatively (Goodwin and Forster, 1985; Liao et al., 2001) or not correlated at
all (Chao and Keinath, 1979). Differences in these studies may be attributed to differences in
influent wastewater characteristics and/or to the operating conditions of the specific treatment
plant ((Wilén et al., 2003b; Huang et al., 2010). Huang et al. (2010) analyzed the organic
composition found in domestic wastewater (Shanghai, China) and reported 90 different organic
compounds measured using Gas Chromatography and Mass Spectrometry (GC/MS) and noted
that the composition of wastewater varies by different living habits throughout the world.
Moreover, there are many various types of bacteria, each of which possess different metabolic
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characteristics resulting in the growth and production of flocs with different densities and
structures, as well as different quantities and compositions of EPS (Wilén et al., 2003b). To get
a better understanding on how EPS influences bio-flocculation, settleability and dewaterability,
operating conditions, such as the SRT and DO concentration, should be taken into
consideration.

Bisogni and Lawrence (1971) showed that 13-35% dispersed growth occurred when operating
completely mixed activated sludge reactors with SRTs in the range of 0.25-0.5 day, suggesting a
lack of EPS and aggregation, whereas operating at an SRT >1 day resulted in < 5 % dispersed
growth.. Using a pilot-scale HRAS process (HRT = 30 minutes; DO = 1 mg/L) Jimenez et al.
(2015) showed a linear increase in EPS production from approximately 50 mgCOD/gVSS to 105
mgCOD/gVSS when the SRT increased from 0.3 to 1.0 days but remained constant after
reaching a 2 day SRT at about 125 mg EPS/g VSS. The same author reported that cCOD and
pCOD removal efficiencies had similar trends compared to EPS production and in which
increasing the SRT from 0.3 to 1.0 days resulted in increased removal efficiencies of pCOD from
30 to 65% and cCOD from 22 to 50%, respectively. Li and Yang (2007) noted that increasing the
SRT from 5 to 20 days resulted in decreased LB-EPS whereas the TB-EPS fraction remained
relatively unchanged and coincided with increased settleability, bio-flocculation and
dewaterability of activated sludge (Li and Yang, 2007). Liao et al. (2001) found no significant
change in EPS concentration with SRT ranging from 4 to 20 days but showed that increasing SRT
significantly lowered ESS and SVI values (all flocs settled well implying that the influence of SRT
on SVI is of no practical interest). Morgan et al. (1990) did not differentiate between bound EPS
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fractions but noted that increased total EPS resulted in decreased settling characteristics.
Based on findings from Li and Yang (2007), deteriorating settleability with increasing total EPS
can be associated with an increased concentration of LB-EPS. This has been attributed to
structural differences between the bound EPS fractions in which LB-EPS are more filamentous
and porous containing higher bound water content compared to TB-EPS (Yang and Li, 2009)
resulting in decreased bio-flocculation and ability to compact in the clarifier. Based on these
findings (Bisogni and Lawrence, 1971; Morgan et al., 1990; Liao et al., 2001; Li and Yang, 2007),
operating at very low SRTs (<1 day) would likely contain a higher ratio of LB-EPS to TB-EPS
resulting in poor bio-flocculation, settleability and dewaterability.
Operating a pilot-scale HRAS process at a constant SRT of 1 day, Jimenez et al. (2015) found
that operating at DO concentrations of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mg/L, the average EPS productions were
50 ± 18, 90 ± 10 and 120 ± 22 mgCOD/gVSS, respectively. Increasing the DO concentration
from 0.5 to 1.0 mg/L resulted in increased pCOD removal from approximately 70 to 95% and
cCOD removal from approximately 45 to 79%. The higher substrate removal efficiencies found
by Jimenez et al. (2015) when operated at a higher DO concentration (1.0 mg/L) were likely
attributed to increased mixing intensities with additional air supply as Jimenez et al. (2005)
found similar cCOD removal efficiencies between SBRs operated under aerated and nonaerated conditions with supplemental mechanical mixing.

Liao et al. (2001) suggested that the concentrations of EPS fractions are less important in
understanding bio-flocculation compared to the components and surface properties of the EPS.
The surface properties of activated sludge will be covered in the following section. The
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components of EPS include proteins, polysaccharides, humics, uronic acids and DNA.
Approximately 70-80% of extracellular organic carbon associated with proteins and
polysaccharides with more than 65% of the total organic carbon (TOC) associated with proteins
(Dignac et al., 1998). The large presence of proteins in EPS can be associated with large
quantities of exoenzymes produced by cells during substrate utilization (Frolund et al., 1995)
which in turn are enmeshed within the EPS matrix. Noting that the composition of raw
wastewater varies with geographical location and type of waste received (Huang et al., 2010)
and the fact that WWTP’s differ in treatment processes, it can be assumed that the
components of EPS will differ depending on the influent wastewater characteristics and
treatment process applied. Using SBRs with SRTs ranging from 4 to 20 days, Liao et al. (2001)
showed that total EPS concentrations were not correlated with SRT but the concentration of
proteins were significantly lower (ANOVA, p<0.05) and carbohydrate concentration significantly
higher (ANOVA, p<0.05) when operating at SRTs of 4 and 9 days compared to SRTs >9 days.
This could be related to the change in growth rates (substrate utilization) where carbon sources
are not completely consumed at shorter SRTs (Liao et al., 2001). It should be noted that the 4day and 9-day SRTs applied by Liao et al. (2001) were significantly higher than what would be
seen when operating the A-stage process (SRT < 1 day), thus, conclusions from their study may
not be applicable to such a high-rate process.

In summary, EPS production is very site specific as there have been many contradictory studies
even on processes operating under similar conditions. Therefore, it is difficult to determine the
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exact cause for the change in EPS production and its influence on system performance based on
previous reports.

2.3.4 Surface Properties and Divalent Cation Bridging
Bio-flocculation can be influenced by the surface properties of the activated sludge flocs
including surface charge and hydrophobicity, but the specific mechanisms behind these
interparticle forces are not well understood with conflicting reports throughout the literature.
In general, activated sludge flocs possess a net negative surface charge (attributed to EPS) that
can bind with cations to enhance bio-flocculation. Since divalent cations carry two positive
charged ions, they can bind to two separate negatively charged bacteria improving flocculation
and floc stability compared to monovalent cations (+1) which can only occupy one negatively
charged site. The influence of the monovalent to divalent cation (M/D) ratio was studied by
Higgins and Novak (1997) and noted that as the M/D ratio increased >2, settling and
dewatering characteristics deteriorated.

The same authors further noted that when the

addition of sodium (Na+) increased past 10 milliequivalent per liter (meq/L) bound
polysaccharide and protein concentrations decreased by 30 and 60%, respectively. When
sodium increased to >20 meq/L, the SVI could not be measured due to deflocculation and
floatation problems in which the membrane functions of the bacteria were likely compromised
leading to cell death. Therefore, it has been suggested that the ratio of monovalent to divalent
cations (M/D) should be < 2 for good bio-flocculation, settleability and dewaterability of
activated sludge (Böhnke, 1997; Higgins and Novak, 1997).
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Both extracellular polysaccharides and proteins have a variety of functional groups that carry a
positive, negative or even no charge, as well as vary in hydrophobic and hydrophilic nature.
Furthermore, the diversity of microbial communities in activated sludge varies between
treatment plants depending on the type of influent wastewater, geographical location, and
seasonality (Wilén et al., 2003b; Huang et al., 2010). Therefore, the composition of activated
sludge, EPS, surface properties of the floc and interactions with divalent cations are site specific
making comparisons to other studies difficult with the possibility of conflicting results.
Surface charge plays a role in bio-flocculation due to repulsive electrostatic forces can prevent
the aggregation of particles (Liao et al., 2002). Therefore, flocs with a highly negative surface
charge are weakly bound with high quantities of dispersed particles (Morgan et al., 1990;
Daffonchio et al., 1995; Liu and Fang, 2002; Neyens et al., 2004; Xie et al., 2010). It has been
shown that increased quantities of dispersed particles not only decrease effluent quality but
impair settleability and dewaterability of activated sludge (Mikkelsen and Keiding, 2002a;
Neyens et al., 2004). As the surface charge becomes more neutral, repulsive electrostatic
forces can be overcome by other interparticle forces such as divalent cation bridging, thus,
enhancing bio-flocculation. As bio-flocculation improves, the floc size, density and structural
integrity increase resulting in better settling and dewatering characteristics. This has been
attributed to less bound water filling the void spaces in tightly bound flocs allowing increased
interactions between particles and divalent cations, better compression in the clarifier, less
water needed to be removed in the dewatering process and a reduction of fine particles that
could clog the filter medium.
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The key component of EPS contributing to the net negative charge is controversial as different
authors report that negatively charged polysaccharides (Bruus et al., 1992), uronic acids
(Forster and Dallas-Newton, 1980) and proteins (Sutherland, 1977; Frolund et al., 1995; Neyens
et al., 2004) are responsible for binding with divalent cations. Increasing divalent cation
concentrations has been shown to increase the bound protein content, bio-flocculation, floc
strength, resistance to shear and decreased bound water content (Higgins and Novak, 1997).
With high quantities of exoenzymes in the floc matrix, proteins are predominant in activated
sludge and contain a relatively high content of negatively charged amino acids that could
preferentially bind with divalent cations over polysaccharides (Sutherland, 1977; Frolund et al.,
1995; Dignac et al., 1998; Neyens et al., 2004).

Once bound with divalent cations, the

negatively charged amino acids become neutralized and subsequently lower the repulsive
electrostatic forces of the floc (Higgins and Novak, 1997; Huang et al., 1999). Therefore, it is
reasonable to consider protein as the most influential component of EPS for bio-flocculation,
floc structure and stability. This was further supported by Higgins and Novak (1997) who
showed that removing proteins from the floc via protein degrading enzymes (pronase) resulted
in deflocculation and subsequent deterioration of settleability and dewaterability whereas
polysaccharide degrading enzymes had minimal impact. Mikkelsen and Keiding (2002a) found
that increasing EPS concentrations resulted in larger flocs with low shear sensitivity but carried
a higher zeta potential (surface charge). Since electrostatic repulsion increased with increased
negative surface charge, findings from Mikkelsen and Keiding (2002a) suggests that forces other
than surface charge alone govern bio-flocculation and floc structure. Other studies indicated
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that increasing protein, polysaccharide and total EPS concentrations overwhelm electrostatic
forces due to their polymeric nature (van Loodstredtch et al., 1990; Wilén et al., 2003a/b).
Shin et al. (2001) operated three SBRs with a 7 day SRT with each reactor receiving different
airflow rates of 0.8, 2.0 and 4.0 L/min and found that increasing the airflow rate resulted in
increased total EPS concentration and deteriorated settleability. However, Shin et al. (2001) did
not monitor the subsequent DO concentration associated with the different airflow rates
making it difficult to determine whether the increased airflow rate or higher DO concentrations
were responsible for increased EPS production and deteriorated settleability. Increased airflow
produces more turbulence in the system which has been found to be the main cause of erosion
in flocculated suspensions (Mikkelsen and Keiding, 2002b). Shin et al. (2001) found that the
SBR operated at 0.8 L/min had stable SVI values around 90 mL/g over a seven day period
indicating good settling sludge whereas reactors operated at 2.0 and 4.0 L/min increased from
90 mL/g to 160 and 500 mL/g after four days, respectively, and 2.0 L/min further increased to
>400 mL/g after 6 days of operation (Shin et al., 2001). The increase in total EPS was associated
with increased polysaccharide concentrations whereas protein concentrations were stable
under all three conditions (Shin et al., 2001). The same authors reported that the change in EPS
component concentrations was attributed to the growth phase under elevated DO
concentrations and that the ratio of polysaccharides to proteins during the settling phases
(starvation) was smaller than during the growth phase.
The bound water content, whether chemical bound or entrapped in the floc matrix, influences
bio-flocculation by increasing void space and subsequently limiting the available binding sites
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for bio-flocculation. More hydrophobic activated sludge flocs contain less bound water and
produce a higher degree of adhesion between sludge flocs with lower effluent turbidity
indicating better bio-flocculation, but shows no correlation with settleability (Zita and
Hermansson, 1997a, 1997b; Liao et al., 2001). It has been thought that hydrophobicity includes
a mechanism mediated by extracellular proteins and is not associated with extracellular
polysaccharides (Jorand et al., 1998). Xie et al. (2010) found that increasing batch culture time
resulted in increased hydrophobicity of the sludge and suggested that more proteins are
accumulated in the floc matrix as the production of EPS increases and/or polysaccharides are
degraded once the available substrate is depleted (Shin et al., 2001). Since polysaccharides do
not significantly influence the hydrophobicity of activated sludge (Jorand et al., 1998), a
relatively higher polysaccharide content, and subsequent lower protein to polysaccharide ratio
(Pn/Ps), may decrease the hydrophobic nature of the floc resulting in deteriorated bioflocculation. This is in agreement with findings from Liao et al. (2001) who found that higher
Pn/Ps ratios coincided with a higher hydrophobicity and less suspended solids found in the
effluent. However, increased polysaccharide concentrations may still promote bio-flocculation
as they are polymeric in nature (van Loodstredtch et al., 1990; Wilén et al., 2003a/b). Pn/Ps
ratios have been found in the range of 1.6-1.9 for S-EPS and approximately 2.4 for bound EPS
(Comte et al., 2006) but a review by Liu and Fang (2003) showed the ratio of Pn/Ps varied
between 0.5-21.2 depending on the influent wastewater, applied treatment and method used
to extract EPS. In general, higher Pn/Ps ratio values are an indication of contamination by
intracellular materials lysed during extraction (Comte et al., 2006) which may result in
misinterpreting the influence of EPS production on system performance.
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As previously mentioned, most of these studies were conducted on CAS systems and the
reported results may differ when applying HRAS operating conditions.

2.3.5 Adsorption
Adsorption is the process in which organic molecules are physically adsorbed to binding sites
located in the floc matrix. Haider (2002) examined the uptake of sCOD (as flocculated and
filtered COD according to (Mamais et al., 1993) after spiking cyanide to stop biological activity
and found that soluble substrate did not physically adsorb to flocs. Therefore, the adsorption
processes is associated with slowly-biodegradable COD (sbCOD), measured as pCOD and cCOD,
but not sCOD. Since sbCOD is too large to be actively transported across the cell membrane,
this fraction must first adsorb to the floc matrix and then be hydrolyzed to rbCOD before it can
be utilized for cell growth (Jimenez et al., 2005; Ni and Yu, 2008). Not only does EPS act to
enmesh (adsorb) sbCOD into the floc matrix but it also captures exoenzymes which are
necessary for hydrolysis (Frølund et al., 1995; Morgenroth et al., 2002). Once adsorption sites
of the floc become occupied, the bio-flocculation rate becomes limited by the rate of hydrolysis
to make adsorption sites available again (Jimenez et al., 2005). The rate of hydrolysis refers to
how quickly sbCOD is converted into rbCOD which is transported across the cell membrane for
cell growth (substrate utilization) making hydrolysis the rate-limiting step in the bio-flocculation
process. The change in concentration of rbCOD over time is calculated as the product of the
hydrolysis rate (kh; d-1) and either the fraction of inert particulate matter in the influent (XI;
mgCOD/L) or inert particulate matter that is produced from endogenous decay (X P; mgCOD/L)
as shown in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) (Lubello et al., 2009).
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𝐝𝐗 𝐈
𝐝𝐭
𝐝𝐗 𝐏
𝐝𝐭

= −𝐤 𝐡 𝐗 𝐈

Eq. (8)

= −𝐤 𝐡 𝐗 𝐏

Eq. (9)

In the A/B process, the A-stage is termed the adsorption stage, yet Böhnke et al. (1998)
reported that for an overall COD removal of 55%, only 10% of COD removed in the A-stage is
attributed to adsorption. As previously mentioned, the low contribution of adsorption for COD
removal may be attributed to a lack of EPS production under short SRTs (Miller, 2015).
Furthermore, since rbCOD is rarely limited in the A-stage providing sufficient substrate for cell
growth, it is reasonable to assume that hydrolysis of pCOD and cCOD would be limited resulting
in occupied adsorption sites and subsequent decrease in removal associated with adsorption.
pCOD particles that are large enough to be removed by sedimentation alone would not require
additional EPS production whereas small pCOD and cCOD particles must be adsorbed to the floc
matrix for subsequent removal. Therefore, the A-stage HRAS process reveals itself as being bioflocculation limited based on lack of available adsorption sites for cCOD removal. When the
SRT is increased (> 1.5 days), there are adequate quantities of EPS with available adsorption
sites allowing adsorption to be rapid and complete within 15 to 20 minutes (Whalberg et al.,
1994; Zhao et al., 2000; La Motta et al., 2004; Jimenez et al., 2007). It has been shown that the
specific adsorption capacity decreases with increased MLSS concentrations but increases with
F/M (Zhang et al., 2014). This suggests that the substrate was rapidly adsorbed until the flocs
were saturated and increasing the MLSS concentration would require additional substrate
(higher F/M) to maintain the same specific adsorption capacity due to low hydrolysis rates
preventing adsorption of new substrate at such a low SRT.
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2.3.6 Storage
While conducting aerobic digestion batch tests on the return activated sludge (RAS) from 7 full
scale WWTPs, Friedrich and Takács (2013) observed a rapid decrease in the initial stage of
aerobic digestion which varied from typical exponential decreases in respiration. These authors
determined that the rapid respiratory decrease was attributed to the degradation of internally
stored organic matter as the sludge that contained the highest quantity of stored and
aerobically degraded substrate was taken from the only plant which successfully ran with
excess biological phosphorus removal. Although stored organic matter only represents 2-5% of
the degradable organic matter in activated sludge, it is responsible for up to 50% of the initial
total OUR (Friedrich et al., 2015). Storage of substrate occurs when either uptake rates are
higher than consumption rates or when there is substrate limitation such as nutrients or
electron acceptors (Majone et al., 1999). Because the A-stage process is operated at such a low
SRT (< 1 day), substrate is rarely a limiting factor, thus, storage does not likely play a key role on
the removal of COD in the A-stage.

2.3.7 Oxidation/Mineralization
Mineralization of organic matter refers to the conversion of soluble substrate (sCOD) into
biomass, EPS, water, carbon dioxide and other byproducts. Since the organic matter (carbon) is
converted into a gas, COD removed via oxidation results in a loss of COD to the system that
cannot be captured and diverted to an energy recovery process. Therefore, it is important to
decrease the quantity of COD being oxidized in order to increase energy recovery potential.
Mineralization in the A-stage has been estimated and found to attribute 12 to 20% of COD
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removed (Bohnke, 1994; Muller-Rechberger et al., 2001; Haider, 2002) whereas increasing the
SRT from 2 to 4 days resulting in increased mineralization from 25 to 50%, respectively (Ge et
al., 2013). Low DO concentrations have been shown to increase the oxygen deficit and
subsequent oxygen transfer efficiency as well as inhibit the hydrolysis of cell debris, thus
increasing biomass production and carbon captured in the WAS that can be redirected to an
energy recovery system (Liu and Wang, 2015). Therefore, the A-stage process operating under
low SRT (<1 day) and DO (<1 mg/L) is suitable for minimizing the aeration demand and
mineralization, as well as promoting carbon capture that can be redirected to an energy
recovery system.

2.4

Present Study

Since there is limited research available on the A-stage process and EPS production in such a
high-rate process (SRT < 1 day), the present study was developed to analyze the influence of
various operating conditions (SRT and DO concentration) of the A-stage HRAS process on
overall system performance (in terms of COD removal, bio-flocculation, carbon capture and
settleability) as well as the influence on EPS production.

EPS production, including the

components and concentrations of EPS, was analyzed under each operating condition to
determine any relationships between EPS production and overall system performance of the Astage HRAS process. Based on previous findings discussed in the literature review, it can be
expected that operating at a longer SRT would result higher EPS production leading to better
bio-flocculation and carbon capture that can be redirected to an energy recovery process.
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CHAPTER 3
MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1

A-stage Pilot Configuration

The A-stage pilot was located at the Chesapeake Elizabeth wastewater treatment plant
(Hampton Roads Sanitation District, Virginia Beach, Virginia) and consisted two identical
configurations (trains) receiving the same influent wastewater. A schematic of the pilot study
showing the A-stage train that was used upstream of the B-stage process is shown in Figure 3.1.
The second A-stage train was identical to the schematic presented in Figure 3.1 with the only
difference attributed to the effluent from the storage tank was discharged to the floor drain.
The influent wastewater used in the present A-stage pilot study was pumped from the
headwork building of the treatment plant after preliminary screening without primary
clarification. Each train contained three completely mixed, vertical aeration tanks in series
(total working volume = 0.51 m3), an intermediate clarifier (working volume = 1.7 m3) and
effluent storage tank. The aerobic HRTs were constant at 30 and 60 minutes per train (in terms
of aerobic contact time in the aeration basins only). With a total working volume of 2.21 m3,
the total HRTs are calculated as 130 minutes and 260 minutes for the 30 and 60 minute aerobic
HRTs, respectively. Additional preliminary treatment was done prior to feeding the pilot-scale
aeration tanks which included grit removal, screening (2-3 mm openings) and temperature
adjustment to 20°C using submersible heaters (OEM OTS, Minneapolis, MN) or a water chiller
(Aqualogic MT-9, San Diego, CA). The flow rates for the influent and return activated sludge
(RAS) were flow-paced using progressive cavity pumps (Seepex BW5, Bottrop, Germany) with
variable frequency drives (VFDs) and magnetic flow meters (Rosemount 8705, Houston, TX). A
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digital, speed-controlled peristaltic pump (Masterflex L/S, Vernon Hills, IL) was used to remove
waste activated sludge (WAS) from the underflow of the clarifier. An optical DO sensor
(InsiteIG Model 10, Slidell, LA) was installed in the middle reactor in attempt to prevent low DO
conditions in the first reactor. An infrared MLSS sensor (s::can soli::lyser, Vienna, Austria) was
mounted in the last reactor. Compressed air supplied aeration to the reactors through a
mechanically operated valve (MOV; v-notch ball valve) to fine-pore membrane disc diffusers
(17.8 cm diameter) mounted on the bottom of each aeration tank. Airflow was monitored
using a gas mass flow meter (Alicat M-Series, Tucson, AZ; standard temperature pressure =
25°C, 1 atm) placed on the compressed air line upstream of the MOV. Airflow was balanced in
each reactor using separate needle valves downstream of the MOV in attempt to maintain the
same DO concentration throughout all three reactors.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the A/B pilot process located at the Chesapeake Elizabeth WWTP in Virginia Beach, Virginia.
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3.2

System Controls

COD removal efficiency achieved by the A-stage process in response to organic loading is not
typical of other activated sludge processes as bacteria are retained in the process for a shorter
time frame than typical diurnal variations of the influent wastewater. Operating the A-stage
with constant wasting rates, so as to achieve a target SRT, would result in variable COD removal
efficiencies over the course of a diurnal loading cycle and subsequent variable effluent C/N
ratios that can deteriorate the denitrification efficiency of the downstream BNR process. This
can be attributed to the fact that COD removal efficiency is inversely related to the specific
loading rate (SLR; kgCOD/kgMLSS-d)(Böhnke, 1977) and that operating at an SRT of < 1 day
would result in a change in organic loading before the MLSS had time to stabilize (Miller, 2015).
Therefore, a MLSS-based control strategy was implemented to maximize carbon capture for
increased energy recovery as well as minimize daily variations in COD removal efficiency by
maintaining a MLSS concentration of 3,000 mg/L. The MLSS concentration was maintained by
using a programmable logic controller (PLC) and proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controls
(Allen-Bradley SLC 500, Milwaukee, WI) to automatically adjust the wasting rates in response to
variations in organic loading. A schematic of the MLSS-based control strategy is depicted in
Figure 3.2. To verify the accuracy of the MLSS probe, the probe reading was recorded at the
same time that a grab sample of mixed liquor was taken from the same aeration basin in which
the MLSS probe was located and measured for TSS as described in the following section (3.3).
Maintenance was performed on the MLSS sensor by manually cleaning the sensor with a clean
rag when the measured lab value (TSS) was ± 20% different than the sensor reading.
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A Cascade DO control strategy was also implemented, using the PLC and PID controls, to
prevent low DO filament growth during high organic loading conditions and reduce energy
consumption via aeration during low organic loading conditions. A schematic of the Cascade
DO control strategy is depicted in Figure 3.2. Airflow was bound between 20-90 standard liters
per minute (SLPM) to maintain well mixed reactors and mimic full-scale aeration oxygen
transfer rates (OTR) which is typically limited to 150 mg/L-h. The accuracy of the DO sensor
was monitored by using a handheld DO probe (HACH LDO101, Loveland, CO) by simultaneously
taking measurements from the DO sensor and DO probe once per day. Maintenance was
performed on the DO sensor by manually cleaning the sensor with a clean rag when the
measurements between the DO sensor and handheld DO probe differed by > 0.2 mg/L.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the logic behind the MLSS-based control and Cascade DO control
strategies.

3.3

Analytical Methods

To assess overall performance of the A-stage pilot, 24-hour flow-weighted composite samples
of the influent and effluent were stored at approximately 4°C and analyzed for total COD
(tCOD), soluble COD (1.5 μm glass microfiber filtered), TSS, volatile suspended solids (VSS), total
ammonia nitrogen (TAN), and orthophosphate (OP), according to Standard Methods (APHA,
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2012). Particulate COD (pCOD) was calculated as the difference between tCOD and soluble
COD (1.5 μm glass microfiber filtered). The sludge volume index (SVI) was calculated according
to Standard Methods (APHA, 2012). Immediately after 30 minutes of settling (SVI 30), decant
was analyzed for turbidity and TSS, referred to as the settleometer decant TSS (TSS sd).
Flocculated and filtered COD (ffCOD) was analyzed according to Mamais et al. (1993) using a
0.45 𝜇m cellulose membrane filter. The ffCOD was considered as truly soluble COD where the
difference between ffCOD and sCOD (1.5 𝜇m glass microfiber filtered) represented the colloidal
COD (cCOD) fraction. The average influent wastewater characteristics are shown on Table 3.1.
This study started on February 25th (2016) and ended on April 21st (2016) with each condition
lasting approximately 3-4 weeks.
Table 3.1: Average influent wastewater characteristics of the A-stage HRAS pilot during the 3
different applied DO set-points.
Parameter

Units

RWI

RWI

RWI

DO set-point

mg/L

0.5

1.0

1.5

16

14

15

# of Samples
tCOD

mg/L

575 ± 67

635 ± 63

595 ± 54

ffCOD

mg/L

149 ± 18

138 ± 5

155 ± 16

pCOD

mg/L

345 ± 43

417 ± 68

370 ± 45

cCOD

mg/L

85 ± 20

75 ± 12

74 ± 18

TSS

mg/L

211 ± 26

250 ± 55

206 ± 30

VSS

mg/L

197 ± 29

226 ± 48

188 ± 26

7.0 ± 0.1

6.7 ± 0.1

6.6 ± 0.1

pH

MLSS composite samples were taken in the same manner previously mentioned and analyzed
for TSS, VSS and extracellular polymeric substances (EPS). EPS fractions were extracted based
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on the heat extraction method described in Li and Yang (2007) with various modifications. 50
mL of the MLSS composite sample was centrifuged for 10 minutes at G = 6,000 s-1 in which
supernatant was filtered through a 1.5 μm glass microfiber filter which was used as the soluble
EPS (S-EPS) sample. The sludge pellet was then re-suspended to 50 mL with a preheated
phosphate buffering solution (PBS) to ensure the suspension was at 50℃. The PBS consisted of
0.164 g Na3PO4, 0.272 g KH2PO4, 0.2625 g NaCl and 0.037 g KCl in 500 mL of deionized water,
and was adjust to a pH of approximately 7.2 using NaOH. After ensuring the PBS stock was well
mixed, the PBS was adjusted to match the wastewater specific conductivity (SPC) of
approximately 980 SPC, using tap water. After re-suspending the sludge pellet with the
preheated and diluted PBS solution, loosely bound EPS (LB-EPS) was extracted by centrifuging
the sample for 10 minutes at G = 6,000 s-1 and filtered as previously mentioned. To measure
the concentration of tightly bound EPS (TB-EPS), the sludge pellet was re-suspended again (50
mL) with the PBS, heated in a water bath at 60℃ for 30 minutes, followed by centrifugation and
filtration in the same manner listed above. All EPS fractions were analyzed for COD (APHA,
2012), proteins (FrØlund et al., 1995) and polysaccharides (Dubois et al., 1956) reflecting the
components of extracted EPS. Each of the EPS components was measured in triplicates in
which the average of the three samples was used for data analysis. As a method for quality
assessment and control (QA/QC), if one of the three samples was noticeably different from the
other samples, it was discarded and the average of the two remaining samples was used for
data analysis. MLSS composite samples were also analyzed for filamentous bacteria abundance
once per week.
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Carbon capture efficiency was determined by conducting a mass balance on the concentrations
of COD found in the influent, effluent, WAS and amount of COD lost to mineralization. In order
to close the carbon mass balance, mineralization was calculated by subtracting the sum of total
COD found in the WAS and effluent of the process from the concentration of total COD found in
the influent raw wastewater.

3.4

Data Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel and spot-checked using SigmaPlot 12.5
(Systat Software, San Jose, CA). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine the
normality. Statistical differences between parameters were assessed by using the one-tailed ttest. Correlations between independent and dependent variables were assessed using Pearson
Product Moment Correlation in which the correlation coefficient (CC) ranges from -1 to 1.
Values closer to -1 represent a strong negative relationship and values closer to 1 represent a
strong positive relationship. Any data points collected during non-steady state operations were
removed from the data set as they would not accurately represent the operating conditions of
interest in this study. The process was considered to be at steady state when the applied
operating conditions were maintained for a minimum of 24 hours.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

Results of the A-stage HRAS pilot, in terms of system performance, EPS production and COD
fractionation, are reported per operating condition.

There were 6 different operating

conditions in the present study which were denoted as Low_0.5, Low_1.0, Low_1.5, High_0.5,
High_1.0 and High_1.5. “Low” and “High” represented the applied HRTs of 30 and 60 minutes,
respectively, whereas the numerical value represented the targeted DO concentrations of 0.5,
1.0 and 1.5 mg/L. Average operating conditions, including the volumetric loading rates (VLR),
are shown in Table 4.1. Each operating condition was run for approximately 3-4 weeks in which
data collection for the new operating condition was not used for analysis until the system
reached steady state (minimum of 24 hours after change in conditions).

4.1

A-Stage Control

The effectiveness of the MLSS-based control strategy in terms of minimizing variations in COD
removal efficiencies over the course of a diurnal loading cycle was not directly measured in the
present study. Miller (2015) measured variations in COD removal efficiency over 24-hour
period (n = 12) in a pilot-scale A-stage process (SRT = 0.15 days; DO = 0.5 mg/L) with a constant
waste rate and MLSS set-point control and reported that MLSS control reduced COD removal
variations by 90% compared to constant wasting rates. Therefore, the standard deviations of
daily COD removal efficiencies, based on influent and effluent 24-hour composite samples,
were used as surrogates to evaluate the effectiveness of the MLSS-based control strategy. Each
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operating condition had a minimum of 11 days in which steady state data was collected and
analyzed.

Across all DO concentrations, operating at a shorter SRT resulted in standard

deviations (±) of approximately 7%, 15%, 10% and 4% for the removal of tCOD, cCOD, pCOD
and ffCOD (sCOD), respectively, whereas operating at a longer SRT resulted in ± 5%, 20%, 7%,
and 4.5%, respectively. These results suggest that MLSS-based control was an effective strategy
for minimizing variations in COD removal efficiencies regardless of the DO concentration but
slightly less effective for minimizing variations in bio-flocculation in terms of cCOD removal.
The average SRT of the 30 minute (Low) and 60 minute (High) HRT across all DO concentrations
was 0.26 ± 0.05 days and 0.54 ± 0.11 days, respectively. A time series data plot of the average
SRT for each system is shown in Figure 4.1. As shown in Table 4.1, the MLSS concentrations
were relatively stable for each operating condition as all conditions produced a standard
deviation of < 400 mg/L. A time series data plot of the measured MLSS concentrations for each
applied HRT is shown in Figure 4.2. The lower MLSS concentrations found at Low_0.5 and
High_0.5 were attributed to poorly calibrated sensors that were re-calibrated when the DO setpoint was adjusted from 0.5 to 1.0 mg/L.
A time series data plot showing the 24-hour average DO concentrations for each applied HRT is
shown in Figure 4.3. Each DO set-point was maintained within the bounded airflow range with
the exception of Low_1.5 in which the airflow rate was maxed out at 90 SLPM and the DO
concentration dropped from 1.39 mg/L to 0.29 mg/L from the 5 th to 8th day of operation. A
time series data plot showing the 24-hour average airflow rates for each operating condition is
shown in Figure 4.4. On day 9, the maximum airflow rate was increased to 120 SLPM and by
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days 10 and 11, the average DO concentration increased up to 1.37 mg/L and 1.52 mg/L,
respectively. Therefore, data from day 6 through 10 (including 2 days without data collection
over the weekend) were removed from the data set as those days were not considered to be at
steady state. Since the SRT of Low_1.5 was < 0.3 days, there was a minimum of 3 sludge cycles
per day allowing for sufficient data analysis on the remaining data set (n = 12). A time series
data plot showing the daily variations in airflow rates over a 24-hour time span for each of the
DO set-points is shown in Figure 4.3.
It should be noted that the average airflow rates for Low_0.5 and Low_1.0 (Table 4.1) were
practically identical (p = 0.498) even though the DO concentration was doubled for Low_1.0.
This was likely attributed to frequent DO sensor fouling issues during operations at a DO
concentration of 0.5 mg/L. A fouled probe would likely read a lower DO concentration than
what is present in the system, thus, requiring higher airflow rates than would be necessary to
maintain a 0.5 mg/L DO concentration. Throughout the first two weeks of this study, manual
cleaning of the sensors was only performed when the handheld DO probe and DO sensor values
differed by > 0.2 mg/L, but due to frequent fouling, maintenance was adjusted to manually
clean the sensors daily.
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Figure 4.1: 24-hour average SRT values from 02/23/2016 to 04/21/2016. Data shown was prior to removing outliers and data
collected during non-steady state conditions. Gaps in the lines reflect the change in the applied DO concentration.
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Figure 4.2: Daily measured MLSS concentrations from 02/23/2016 to 04/21/2016. Data shown was prior to removing outliers and
data collected during non-steady state conditions. Gaps in the lines reflect the change in the applied DO concentration.
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Figure 4.3: 24-hour average DO concentrations from 02/23/2016 to 04/21/2016. Data shown was prior to removing outliers and
data collected during non-steady state conditions. Gaps in the lines reflect the change in the applied DO concentration.
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Figure 4.4: 24-hour average airflow rates (SLPM) from 02/23/2016 to 04/21/2016. Data shown was prior to removing outliers and
data collected during non-steady state conditions. Gaps in the lines reflect the change in the applied DO concentration.
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Table 4.1: Average A-stage HRAS operating conditions after outliers and non-steady state data removed.
Parameter

Units

Low_0.5

High_0.5

Low_1.0

High_1.0

Low_1.5

High_1.5

HRT

min

30

60

30

60

30

60

11

14

13

13

12

13

# of Samples
SRT

days

0.26 ± 0.06

0.51 ± 0.11

0.25± 0.04

0.52 ± 0.11

0.27 ± 0.04

0.59 ± 0.09

DO

mg/L

0.50 ± 0.04

0.52 ± 0.06

0.99 ± 0.05

1.01 ± 0.03

1.49 ± 0.07

1.49 ± 0.06

MLSS

mg/L

2679 ± 304

2571 ± 194

3514 ± 219

3540 ± 156

3409 ± 393

3383 ± 288

Airflow

SLPM

77.9 ± 7.4

37.9 ± 5.4

76.4 ± 7.8

43.7 ± 8

87.9 ± 10.7

62.8 ± 12.5

27.7 ± 3.7

13.7 ± 1.6

30.8 ± 2.5

15.2 ± 1.5

28.3 ± 2.6

14.3 ± 1.2

VLR

kgCOD/
m3 -d
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4.2

Overall System Performance

The overall performance of each operating condition for the A-stage HRAS pilot was evaluated
in terms of TSS and COD removal, fate of COD removed, bio-flocculation and settleability. Bioflocculation is characterized as cCOD removal efficiency and TSSsd concentration. Settleability is
characterized by the SVI30. The average performance of each operating condition in the A-stage
HRAS pilot study is shown in Figure 4.1.
In general, operating at a longer SRT resulted in slightly better COD removal efficiencies but
substantially worse settleability which was attributed to a higher abundance of filaments. An
average filament abundance of 3.2 ± 0.4 was found when operating at a longer SRT which was
significantly higher (p < 0.001) than 1.9 ± 0.5 when operated at a shorter SRT. Thiothrix sp. II
was always the most dominant filamentous bacteria found when operating at the longer SRT
whereas operating at the shorter SRT varied primarily between Thiothrix sp. II and Type 1863
with only 1 of the 10 MLSS samples showing dominance of Thiothrix sp. I.
For each applied SRT, it was found that operating at a DO concentration of 1.0 mg/L resulted in
the highest COD removal efficiencies with the exception of cCOD removal which was not
influenced by further increasing the DO concentration to 1.5 mg/L. Similar to cCOD removal,
TSSsd concentrations decreased for both SRTs as the DO concentration increased from 0.5 to 1.0
mg/L but remained stable as the DO further increased to 1.5 mg/L.
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Figure 4.1: Average performance and standard deviations of the A-stage HRAS pilot. Figures A/B are based on values obtained from a
settleometer using MLSS grab samples from the aeration basin. Figures C/D are based on the wastewater characteristics found in
the influent and overflow from the clarifier (n = 11-14; per operating condition).
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The settleability in response to DO concentration differed between the two SRTs as Low_1.0
and High_1.5 produced the lowest SVI values of 64 ± 8 mL/g and 108 ± 10 mL/g, respectively.
It is noteworthy that only 6 of the 38 measured SVI values for the longer SRT exceeded 200
mL/g, each of which occurred at High_0.5 or High_1.0 mg/L. All measured SVI values for
High_1.5 were below 130 mL/g and all values at the shorter SRT were below 90 mL/g, which is
indicative of good settling sludge.
The fraction of mineralized COD (%) was calculated by performing a COD mass balance in which
the influent tCOD concentration was considered equal to the sum of effluent COD, WAS COD
and mineralized COD, as described by Akanyeti et al. (2010).

The WAS COD fraction

represented the amount of influent carbon captured by the activated sludge that could be
redirected to an energy recovery process. WAS COD was calculated by multiplying the WAS VSS
concentration by 1.5 based on an average pCOD/VSS ratio of 1.5 ± 0.34 measured in the Astage pilot over a wide range of operating conditions from August 2013 through April 2016.
Results of the COD mass balance for each operating condition are shown in Figure 4.2. The
lowest fraction of COD lost to mineralization was achieved by Low_0.5 (15.5 ± 5.6%). The
largest fraction of COD directed to the WAS (55.4 ± 5.5 %) occurred when operating at
High_1.0 and coincided with the lowest quantity of COD reaching the effluent (23.1 ± 5.1 %).
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Figure 4.2: Fractions of COD captured in the WAS, lost in the effluent and lost to mineralization (n = 6-12 days per condition; 1 data
point per day).
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4.3

EPS Production

The average EPS component concentrations of COD, proteins (Pn), polysaccharides (Ps) and the
ratio of proteins to polysaccharides (Pn/Ps) are shown in Figure 4.3. It should be noted that EPS
extraction was conducted 1-2 times per week for all operating conditions leading to a total of 34 data points for EPS analysis which was not enough to accurately capture the random error of
the experiment. Moreover, the system was not always at steady state when the EPS extraction
was performed in which those data points were removed from the data set leading to the
analysis of extracted EPS using only 2-3 total data points. All extracted EPS concentrations were
normalized per gram of VSS. Pn and Ps were converted to COD using conversions factors of 1.5
and 1.07, respectively. Since Pn and Ps typically make up 70-80% of extracellular organic
carbon (Dignac et al., 1998), each component was specifically measured to evaluate how
operating conditions influence their production and in turn, how these components influenced
system performance. Conversely, COD was measured to quantify all components of the EPS as
a whole and evaluate any correlations with EPS in a more general manner.
Increasing the DO concentration at a longer SRT resulted in decreased Pn, Ps, and COD
concentrations found in each fraction of the EPS (S-EPS, LB-EPS and TB-EPS) but showed no
trend in the Pn/Ps ratios. The same trends were noticed at the shorter SRT as the DO
concentration increased from 0.5 to 1.0 mg/L, however, further increasing the DO
concentration to 1.5 mg/L resulted in increased Pn concentrations as well as increased
concentrations of Ps and COD found in the LB-EPS.
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Figure 4.3: Average EPS concentrations denoted by SRT (fill color) and DO set point (fill design)
(n = 2-3 sample days per operating condition; 1 data point based on the average value of
triplicate samples per day).
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Total EPS was calculated by adding component concentrations from the S-EPS, LB-EPS and TBEPS in order to compare results of previous literature as many reports did not attempt to
selectively extract individual EPS fractions. The average total EPS concentrations as well as the
LB/TB ratios are shown in Figure 4.4. The S-EPS, LB-EPS and TB-EPS made up 8-19%, 24-42%
and 44-65% of the total EPS, respectively. Total EPS followed the same trends as the individual
EPS fractions with the exception of Ps between Low_1.0 and Low_1.5 due to an increase in LBPs and decrease in TB-Ps. Total COD concentrations of the extracted EPS decreased from 319.6
± 0.1 to 227 ± 13 mgCOD/gVSS when operating conditions switched from Low_0.5 to Low_1.0,
respectively, and from 293.3 ± 5.6 to 199.8 ± 1.6 mgCOD/gVSS when switched from High_0.5
to High_1.0, respectively.

Interestingly, total EPS further decreased to 165.2 ± 10.9

mgCOD/gVSS at High_1.5 whereas Low_1.5 showed an increase in total EPS (245.6 ± 30.9
mgCOD/gVSS). Throughout all operating conditions, Pn made up approximately 63% of the
total COD content whereas Ps only made up approximately 13% of the total COD content. In
general, the highest and lowest LB/TB ratios occurred when operating at a DO concentration of
0.5 and 1.0 mg/L, respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Average total EPS concentrations, Pn/Ps ratios and LB/TB ratios (n = 2-3 days per operating condition; 1 data point per
day).
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

5.1

Influence of SRT, DO and Influent Wastewater Characteristics on Overall
System Performance

This study showed that increasing the DO concentration resulted in similar responses for each
SRT with slightly better bio-flocculation and suspended solids removal efficiencies for the
longer SRT but substantially worse settleability. This was consistent with previous reports
which showed that bio-flocculation, measured as cCOD removal increased as the SRT increased
from 0.125 day (Faust et al., 2014b) and 0.3 day (Jimenez et al., 2015) up to a 1.0 day SRT. It
was postulated that a longer retention time provided additional time for particles and flocs to
interact but allowed for filamentous bacterial growth. Filamentous bacteria can act as a
structural backbone for flocs (Nielsen et al., 2004) resulting in increased floc diameter which in
turn acts as a sweep floc capturing dispersed particulate and colloidal matter as they settle in
the clarifier, thus, increasing bio-flocculation. On the other hand, due to the elongated and
rigid structure of filamentous organisms, the ability to compact in the sludge blanket becomes
deteriorated, resulting in increased SVI values and potential sludge bulking.
Interestingly, increasing the DO concentration from 1.0 to 1.5 mg/L did not improve pCOD or
cCOD removal efficiencies for either applied SRT.

In fact, the pCOD and subsequent tCOD

removals decreased as the DO concentration increased to 1.5 mg/L whereas cCOD removal
remained relatively stable. This is in contrast to previous reports that showed enhanced bioflocculation when the DO concentration increased under constant SRTs (Faust et al., 2014a;
Jimenez et al., 2015). The decreased pCOD removal efficiencies could have been a result of floc
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shearing, but since the cCOD removals and TSSsd concentrations were unaffected, it was
postulated that higher organic loads during operations at a DO concentration of 1 mg/L (Table
3.1) had an additional benefit on bio-flocculation and carbon capture. This theory coincides
with Böhnke (1997b) who noted that higher COD loading to the A-stage results in higher
removal efficiencies. Furthermore, Zhang et al. (2014) found that the maximum specific
adsorption capacity was obtained with influent substrate concentrations > 700 mg/L. The
influence of influent characteristics on system performance was further emphasized by
comparing the correlation coefficients for each SRT across all DO concentrations and for each
individual DO concentration applied (Appendix A.1.4.). Operating at a DO concentration of 1.0
mg/L showed the highest correlations with influent TSS and tCOD concentrations compared to
a DO concentration of 0.5 and 1.5 mg/L as well as all DO concentrations combined. Based on
these findings and the fore mentioned literature, it was suggested that the influent wastewater
characteristics played a supplemental role to DO concentration in terms of COD removal, bioflocculation and subsequent carbon capture. However, the majority of correlations associated
with DO concentrations were mild or weak, suggesting that other parameters, such as EPS,
played a more significant role on bio-flocculation.
Increased bio-flocculation at the longer SRT, indicated by greater cCOD removal and lower
TSSsd concentrations, resulted in less COD in the effluent and more COD captured in the WAS.
Therefore, the highly concentrated organic matter in the WAS at a longer SRT would result in a
higher energy recovery potential when diverted to an energy recovery process, such as
anaerobic digestion. In contrast to Jimenez et al. (2015) who reported that increasing the SRT
from 0.3 days to 0.5 days (DO = 1 mg/L) resulted in mineralization fractions of approximately
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23% and 37%, respectively, results from the present study showed no significant difference in
mineralization between Low_1.0 and High_1.0. Since both Low_1.0 and High_1.0 received the
same influent wastewater, the potential for COD loading enhancing COD removal was
neglected which further indicated that carbon capture in the A-stage is enhanced by better bioflocculation at longer SRTs. Therefore, for this specific wastewater, operating at a longer SRT
and a DO concentration of 1 mg/L would benefit carbon capture via bio-flocculation without
significantly increasing the quantity of COD lost to mineralization.

5.2

Influence of SRT, DO and Influent Wastewater Characteristics on EPS
Production

The total COD content of extracted EPS was significantly lower when operated at a longer SRT
for each DO condition (p < 0.03). This is in contrast to findings from Jimenez et al. (2015) who
showed that increasing the SRT from 0.3 to 1.0 day resulted in increased EPS production from
50 ± 25 mgCOD/gVSS to 105 ± 16 mgCOD/gVSS, respectively. The conflicting results could be a
product of operating with different raw wastewater and/or operating at different SRTs as their
study was maintained around a 1 day SRT and this study had average SRTs of 0.28 and 0.56
days. Furthermore, EPS extraction methods differed as this study used a modified heat
extraction and Jimenez et al. (2015) used cation exchange resin to extract EPS from the
activated sludge.
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This study showed that operating at very low SRTs resulted in a noticeably higher content of LBEPS compared to CAS processes with LB-EPS making up anywhere from 24-42% and 10-20% of
the total EPS, respectively (Li and Yang, 2007; Xie and Yang, 2009). It was postulated that
bacteria associated with low SRTs would produce more EPS as a defense mechanism against
variations of the influent wastewater (Faust et al., 2014b) whereas bacteria associated with
longer SRTs would either produce less EPS or degrade EPS for cell maintenance. Since the
substrate concentration is rarely limited in the A-stage, lower EPS concentrations at the longer
SRT can be associated with less EPS being produced by the bacteria compared to the
decomposition of EPS as an energy source.

The LB/TB ratios for both SRTs decreased as the DO concentration increased from 0.5 to 1.0
mg/L, but increased again as the DO concentration further increased to 1.5 mg/L (Figure 4.4).
Since LB-EPS concentrations increased for Low_1.5 and decreased for High_1.5, the only
parameter that showed similar trends to the LB/TB ratios was the influent wastewater
characteristics in which operating with the highest organic loading resulted in lowest LB/TB
ratios.

On days in which EPS was extracted, combining data from all 6 operating conditions showed
that the EPS fractions and components were significantly reduced as the SRT increased (p <
0.05), with the exception of LB Pn (p = 0.152). The SRT showed the strongest correlation with
the Pn concentration in the TB-EPS (CC = -0.797). Increasing the DO concentration also
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negatively correlated with each EPS component across all EPS fractions. On the other hand, the
DO concentration showed good correlations with the Ps concentrations found in the S-EPS (CC =
-0.794), TB-EPS (CC = -0.823) and total EPS (CC = -0.797). Interestingly, the opposite occurred in
relation to the Pn/Ps ratios in which all ratios were positively correlated with DO
concentrations, but showed primarily weak correlations with only one mild correlation for the
TB-EPS Pn/Ps ratio (CC = 0.446). Based on these results, it was suggested that operating at
longer SRTs would result in a more substantial decrease in Pn concentrations whereas
increasing the DO concentration would result in a more substantial decrease in Ps
concentrations.

Comparing the influence of each HRT applied in this study, across all DO concentrations,
showed that operating at a longer average SRT showed strong negative correlations between
the DO concentration and all EPS components but had mild to weak correlations with the Pn/Ps
ratios.

Similar correlations were found between EPS components and the SRT with the

exception of LB-EPS Ps and COD concentrations which had mild negative correlations of C C = 0.75 and CC = -0.74, respectively. It should be noted that the correlation coefficients between
EPS components and airflow rates at the longer SRT were in the range of CC = -0.694 and CC = 0.804, for all EPS components. Therefore, EPS production at a longer SRT can be influenced by
the airflow rates but to a slightly lesser extent compared to the DO concentration and daily SRT.

Conversely, operating at a shorter SRT showed that the DO concentration only had strong
correlations with Ps concentrations in the S-EPS (CC = -0.822), TB-EPS (CC = -0.883) and total EPS
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(CC = -0.825) whereas the SRT did not strongly correlate with any EPS component.
Furthermore, airflow showed weak correlations with all EPS components at a shorter SRT, with
the majority of correlations deemed as not significant (p > 0.05).

Therefore, it is suggested that the SRT and DO concentrations play a more significant role on
total EPS production when operated at a longer average SRT whereas only Ps production is
influenced by the DO concentration at a shorter SRT. This may indicate that other parameters,
such as the influent characteristics, play a more significant role on EPS production when
operated at a shorter SRT.

5.3

Influence of EPS Production on Overall System Performance

Based on previous literature (Bisogni and Lawrence, 1971; Liao et al., 2001; Li and Yang, 2007),
it was postulated that operating at a very low SRT (< 1 day) would result in deteriorated bioflocculation and suspended solids due to a higher LB-EPS content compared to CAS processes.
This can be attributed to the fact that LB-EPS contains a high water content which can block
binding sites on the floc (Zita and Hermansson, 1997a, 1997b; Liao et al., 2001). However, since
the LB-EPS components did not follow the same trend between the two applied SRTs in the
present study, results indicated that the LB/TB ratio was more influential on system
performance than LB-EPS alone. The best overall performance in terms of suspended solids
removal and bio-flocculation (Figure 4.1) as well as carbon capture (Figure 4.2) all occurred at a
DO concentration of 1.0 mg/L for each SRT and coincided with the lowest LB/TB ratios (Figure
4.4). As the DO further increased to 1.5 mg/L, the LB/TB ratio also increased and coincided with
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decreased TSS, tCOD and pCOD removal efficiencies. Since the only common factor associated
with EPS between Low_1.5 and High_1.5 was a decrease in Ps and COD in the TB-EPS, it was
postulated that suspended solids (TSS and pCOD) removal was associated with the TB-EPS.
Conversely, bio-flocculation remained stable as the DO concentrations increased from 1.0 to
1.5 mg/L indicating that neither operating conditions nor EPS production influenced bioflocculation as the conditions changed.

Therefore, it is likely that operating at a DO

concentration of 1.0 mg/L maximized bio-flocculation in which adsorption sites were fully
saturated and further bio-flocculation was limited by the hydrolysis rate of the adsorbed
organic matter (Jimenez et al., 2015). Similar results were found in terms of carbon capture
which was maximized at Low_1.0 and High_1.0. Therefore, carbon capture was likely enhanced
by a low LB/TB ratio based on the fore mentioned discussions.

System performance in terms of suspended solids removal, bio-flocculation and carbon capture
was enhanced by operating at a longer SRT and coincided with lower total EPS concentrations.
As previously discussed, decreasing the EPS concentrations would result in decreased bound
water content, thus enhancing bio-flocculation and removal of suspended solids by allowing
easier access to adsorption sites. Therefore, it was suggested that the A-stage process could be
operated at longer SRTs, up to a limiting maximum value, to increase carbon capture as well as
decrease the energy required for aeration.
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Previous literature (Higgins and Novak, 1997; Jorand et al, 1998; Liao et al., 2001) has suggested
that increasing the Pn content of EPS would result in better bio-flocculation which is also
attributed to a decrease in the bound water content. Based on the results from this study, it
was suggested that EPS production and/or the EPS components were not the primary factors
responsible for bio-flocculation. However, EPS production seemed to play a more significant
role in the removal of TSS, tCOD and pCOD, especially when operating at the shorter SRT.
Although correlations were found between EPS production and system performance, it is still
likely that these factors play a supplemental role compared to the influence of operating
conditions (SRT, DO concentration and potentially influent wastewater characteristics).
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

This study evaluated the influence of A-stage operating conditions on the overall system
performance and EPS production as well as determined how EPS production correlated with the
overall system performance. An A-stage HRAS pilot process was operated with constant HRTs
of 30 minutes and 60 minutes, DO set-points of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mg/L and a MLSS set-point of
3,000 mg/L. The average SRTs in the 30 and 60 minute HRT processes were 0.26 ± 0.05 days
and 0.54 ± 0.11 days, respectively. In general, EPS production influenced the overall system
performance but played a supplemental role to other parameters, such as operating conditions
(SRT and DO) and influent wastewater characteristics. Specific influences and correlations
found in this study are as follows:


Bio-flocculation was enhanced by operating at a longer SRT resulting in increased
carbon capture and decreased effluent COD. There was no significant increase in COD
lost to mineralization.



Operating at a longer SRT resulted in significantly worse settleability.



Operating at a DO concentration of 1.0 mg/L resulted in the best performance for each
SRT applied. This was potentially attributed to receiving the highest organic loading
during this operational period. Although organic loading was not likely the primary
parameter influencing system performance, it did contribute to additional removals
resulting in the best overall performance.
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EPS production showed weak correlations to bio-flocculation at both SRTs, but showed
mild and strong correlations with TSS, tCOD and pCOD removal efficiencies. This finding
was more pronounced when operated at a lower SRT.



Operating at a longer average SRT showed strong negative correlations between SRT
and DO concentration on overall system performance suggesting that a decrease in
total EPS would benefit suspended solids removal, bio-flocculation and subsequent
carbon capture at a longer SRT.



Operating at a short SRT showed that the DO concentration had strong negative
correlations with Ps production suggesting that decreased Ps concentrations at a
shorter SRT would enhanced suspended solids removal, bio-flocculation and
subsequent carbon capture, but to a lesser extent than operating at a longer SRT.

Based on these conclusions, it can be suggested that the A-stage should be operated at an SRT
around 0.5 days and a DO concentration of at least 1.0 mg/L to maximize bio-flocculation and
subsequent carbon capture. Increasing the SRT up to 1 day may result in better carbon removal
but at the expense of increasing mineralization instead of enhancing bio-flocculation, which
may result in lower carbon capture efficiency. This study was limited by the fact that higher
SRTs were achieved by operating with a longer HRT, which is not realistic for full scale
treatment plants. Therefore, additional research should be performed on evaluating the
influence of SRTs up to 1 day and EPS production on carbon capture by operating at different
MLSS set-points to achieve different SRT ranges.
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APPENDIX: I
Pearson Correlation Coefficients (Correlations: Weak < ± 0.399; Mild = ± 0.400-0.799; Strong > ± 0.800)
A.1.1: Correlations between EPS component concentrations (mgCOD/gVSS) and operating conditions/system performance with an average SRT of 0.26 days
(STRONG = Highlighted; MILD = Bold).
Parameter

Units

S Pn

LB Pn

TB Pn

Total Pn

LB/TB Pn

S Ps

LB Ps

TB Ps

Total Ps

LB/TB Ps

SRT
DO

Day

-0.306
-0.428

-0.481
-0.371

-0.550
-0.515

-0.462
-0.447

-0.324
-0.156

-0.513
-0.822

-0.510
-0.612

-0.400
-0.883

-0.522
-0.825

-0.193
0.104

-0.822
-0.224

-0.775
0.240

-0.775
0.240

-0.870
0.023

-0.493
-0.053

-0.880
-0.053

-0.857
0.055

-0.722
0.055

-0.900
0.043

-0.349
-0.007

MLSS
Airflow

mg/L
mg/L

TSS (%)

SLPM
%

-0.875

-0.923

-0.871

-0.933

-0.778

-0.733

-0.864

-0.338

-0.724

-0.709

tCOD (%)
cCOD (%)

%
%

-0.834
-0.339

-0.938
-0.171

-0.833
-0.231

-0.915
-0.252

-0.823
-0.102

-0.851
-0.490

-0.973
-0.338

-0.427
-0.510

-0.838
-0.472

-0.733
0.050

pCOD (%)
SVI

%
mL/g

-0.707
0.875

-0.901
0.915

-0.734
0.764

-0.829
0.900

-0.848
0.865

-0.612
0.727

-0.828
0.800

-0.133
0.241

-0.601
0.652

-0.830
0.715

S COD

LB COD

TB COD

Total COD

LB/TB
COD

S Pn/Ps

LB Pn/Ps

TB Pn/Ps

Total
Pn/Ps

-0.432
-0.644

-0.482
-0.388

-0.142
-0.503

-0.434
-0.608

-0.399
-0.073

-0.078
0.657

-0.024
0.484

0.079
0.661

0.115
0.585

-0.898
0.039

-0.827
0.131

-0.573
0.131

-0.938
0.146

-0.487
0.038

0.282
0.496

-0.007
0.081

0.090
0.081

0.029
-0.059

-0.742

-0.989

-0.418

-0.910

-0.747

0.022

-0.346

-0.304

-0.324

-0.871
0.221

-0.892
-0.027

-0.109
-0.124

-0.750
-0.186

-0.844
0.025

-0.001
0.221

-0.155
0.279

0.084
0.418

-0.122
0.315

-0.653
0.597

-0.883
0.839

-0.014
0.124

-0.644
0.657

-0.889
0.808

-0.256
0.204

-0.376
0.496

-0.408
0.309

-0.341
0.371

Units
Parameter
SRT
DO
MLSS
Airflow
TSS (%)
tCOD (%)
cCOD (%)
pCOD (%)
SVI

Day
mg/L
mg/L
SLPM
%
%
%
%
mL/g

100

A.1.2: Correlations between EPS component concentrations (mgCOD/gVSS) and operating conditions/system performance with an average SRT of 0.54 days
(STRONG = Highlighted; MILD = Bold).
Parameter

Units

S Pn

LB Pn

TB Pn

Total Pn

LB/TB Pn

S Ps

LB Ps

TB Ps

Total Ps

LB/TB Ps

SRT

Day

-0.897

-0.818

-0.910

-0.886

-0.514

-0.930

-0.750

-0.909

-0.904

-0.195

DO

mg/L

-0.860

-0.874

-0.907

-0.901

-0.643

-0.866

-0.845

-0.902

-0.942

-0.356

MLSS

mg/L

-0.854

-0.872

-0.872

-0.909

-0.612

-0.795

-0.805

-0.887

-0.904

-0.297

Airflow

SLPM

-0.781

-0.802

-0.802

-0.795

-0.532

-0.753

-0.755

-0.755

-0.761

-0.195

TSS rem.

%

-0.579

-0.628

-0.600

-0.621

-0.478

-0.385

-0.676

-0.369

-0.562

-0.573

tCOD rem.

%

-0.459

-0.328

-0.344

-0.372

-0.135

-0.301

-0.428

-0.098

-0.308

-0.484

cCOD rem.

%

-0.481

-0.136

-0.426

-0.318

0.295

-0.356

0.010

-0.355

-0.194

0.347

pCOD rem.

%

0.025

0.075

0.146

0.089

0.057

0.114

-0.077

0.336

0.116

-0.392

SVI

mL/g

0.365

0.488

0.353

0.425

0.534

0.153

0.395

0.131

0.283

0.443

S COD

LB COD

TB COD

Total COD

LB/TB
COD

S Pn/Ps

LB Pn/Ps

TB Pn/Ps

Total
Pn/Ps

Units
Parameter
SRT

Day

-0.854

-0.740

-0.813

-0.857

-0.361

-0.058

-0.316

0.109

-0.263

DO

mg/L

-0.882

-0.830

-0.911

-0.949

-0.412

-0.050

-0.235

0.132

-0.176

MLSS

mg/L

-0.901

-0.824

-0.921

-0.953

-0.398

-0.253

-0.360

0.015

-0.346

Airflow

SLPM

-0.756

-0.694

-0.694

-0.751

-0.362

-0.165

-0.004

-0.004

-0.379

TSS rem.

%

-0.695

-0.683

-0.487

-0.667

-0.489

-0.567

0.079

-0.506

-0.419

tCOD rem.

%

-0.517

-0.362

-0.197

-0.350

-0.243

-0.425

0.329

-0.597

-0.300

cCOD rem.

%

-0.478

0.038

-0.501

-0.261

0.458

-0.343

-0.481

-0.165

-0.466

pCOD rem.

%

0.000

-0.024

0.318

0.120

-0.195

-0.235

0.554

-0.525

-0.046

SVI

mL/g

0.435

0.418

0.276

0.400

0.361

0.423

0.231

0.434

0.501
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A.1.3. Correlations between EPS component concentrations (mgCOD/gVSS) and operating conditions/system performance using all data from both SRTs
combined (STRONG = Highlighted; MILD = Bold).
Parameter

Unit

S Pn

LB Pn

TB Pn

total Pn

LB/TB Pn

S Ps

LB Ps

TB Ps

total Ps

LB/TB Ps

SRT

Day

-0.690

-0.449

-0.797

-0.663

0.049

-0.578

-0.663

-0.665

-0.704

-0.353

DO

mg/L

-0.563

-0.651

-0.630

-0.652

-0.403

-0.794

-0.655

-0.823

-0.797

-0.118

Airflow

SLPM

0.046

-0.249

0.100

-0.056

-0.459

-0.025

0.113

0.011

0.059

0.168

MLSS

mg/L

-0.819

-0.829

-0.920

-0.901

-0.424

-0.785

-0.817

-0.833

-0.884

-0.369

TSS rem.

%

-0.792

-0.704

-0.732

-0.776

-0.414

-0.648

-0.807

-0.444

-0.702

-0.685

tCOD rem.

%

-0.483

-0.169

-0.449

-0.365

0.223

-0.450

-0.230

-0.471

-0.380

0.116

cCOD rem.

%

-0.750

-0.562

-0.641

-0.673

-0.258

-0.697

-0.780

-0.407

-0.682

-0.665

pCOD rem.

%

-0.502

-0.385

-0.374

-0.435

-0.248

-0.419

-0.567

-0.071

-0.393

-0.675

SVI

mL/g

-0.083

0.287

-0.145

0.046

0.587

-0.047

-0.058

-0.192

-0.114

0.052

Parameter

Unit

S COD

LB COD

TB COD

Total COD

LB/TB
COD

S Pn/Ps

LB Pn/Ps

TB
Pn/Ps

total
Pn/Ps

SRT

Day

-0.692

-0.502

-0.703

-0.710

-0.052

-0.256

0.455

-0.132

0.012

DO
Airflow

mg/L
SLPM

-0.617
0.211

-0.608
-0.075

-0.606
0.185

-0.701
0.093

-0.247
-0.240

0.360
0.157

0.016
-0.642

0.446
0.172

0.279
-0.186

MLSS

mg/L

-0.810

-0.820

-0.791

-0.929

-0.354

-0.148

-0.009

-0.016

-0.123

TSS rem.

%

-0.778

-0.820

-0.555

-0.814

-0.507

-0.380

0.194

-0.405

-0.292

tCOD rem.

%

-0.494

-0.048

-0.436

-0.327

0.311

-0.110

-0.009

0.072

-0.035

cCOD rem.

%

-0.824

-0.641

-0.361

-0.649

-0.429

-0.214

0.381

-0.326

-0.114

pCOD rem.

%

-0.540

-0.503

-0.089

-0.398

-0.475

-0.245

0.334

-0.474

-0.199

SVI

mL/g

-0.169

0.145

-0.266

-0.087

0.384

-0.117

0.624

0.042

0.293
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A.1.4. Correlations between influent wastewater characteristics and operating conditions on overall system performance classified by the applied DO
concentration at a 0.54-day SRT (STRONG = Highlighted; MILD = Bold).
Category

All data for
HRT = 60 min

High_0.5

High_1.0

High_1.5

Parameter

Unit

Effluent

Removals

SVI
(mL/g)

C/N
(mg/mg)

TSSsd
(mg/L)

TSS
(%)

tCOD
(%)

cCOD
(%)

pCOD
(%)

sCOD
(%)

0.561

0.632

0.411

-0.087

Inf. TSS

mg/L

0.085

0.033

-0.114

0.408

Inf. tCOD

mg/L

0.243

-0.243

-0.190

0.564

0.546

0.407

0.485

-0.044

Airflow

SLPM

-0.628

0.104

-0.119

0.007

-0.140

0.497

-0.417

0.057

DO

mg/L

-0.382

-0.200

-0.485

0.255

0.165

0.519

-0.170

0.261

MLSS

mg/L

-0.169

-0.240

-0.467

0.407

0.400

0.810

0.142

-0.213

SRT

Day

-0.267

-0.025

-0.193

-0.042

-0.167

0.296

-0.270

-0.289

Inf. TSS

mg/L

-0.494

0.554

0.322

0.103

0.269

0.922

0.077

-0.720

Inf. tCOD

mg/L

-0.630

0.418

0.614

0.100

0.291

0.355

0.161

-0.117

Airflow

SLPM

-0.591

0.423

-0.109

0.083

-0.089

0.795

-0.131

-0.536

DO

mg/L

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

MLSS

mg/L

0.215

0.307

0.282

-0.171

0.043

0.453

-0.126

-0.687

SRT

Day

0.662

-0.226

-0.492

0.060

0.296

0.175

0.158

-0.317

Inf. TSS

mg/L

0.514

-0.218

-0.585

0.632

0.683

0.673

0.640

0.542

Inf. tCOD

mg/L

0.514

-0.363

-0.614

0.697

0.635

0.625

0.525

0.563

Airflow

SLPM

-0.661

0.642

0.593

-0.287

-0.468

0.453

-0.653

-0.878

DO

mg/L

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

MLSS

mg/L

-0.432

0.032

-0.062

0.332

0.103

0.828

-0.179

-0.267

SRT

Day

-0.771

0.476

0.520

-0.289

-0.567

-0.051

-0.585

-0.781

Inf. TSS

mg/L

0.564

0.364

0.382

-0.194

0.238

0.045

0.182

0.063

Inf. tCOD

mg/L

-0.265

-0.240

0.503

0.378

-0.317

-0.056

-0.272

-0.059

Airflow

SLPM

-0.133

-0.111

0.541

-0.070

-0.049

0.242

-0.100

-0.184

DO

mg/L

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

MLSS

mg/L

-0.309

-0.012

-0.135

-0.470

-0.158

0.955

-0.248

-0.559

SRT

Day

-0.209

-0.440

-0.362

0.100

-0.111

0.549

-0.094

-0.786
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A.1.5. Correlations between influent wastewater characteristics and operating conditions on overall system performance
classified by the applied DO concentration at a 0.26-day SRT (STRONG = Highlighted; MILD = Bold).
Category

All data for
HRT = 30 min

Low_0.5

Low_1.0

Low_1.5

Parameter

Unit

Effluent

Removals

SVI
(mL/g)

C/N
(mg/mg)

TSSsd
(mg/L)

TSS
(%)

tCOD
(%)

cCOD
(%)

pCOD
(%)

sCOD
(%)

Inf. TSS

mg/L

-0.235

-0.069

0.226

0.456

0.531

0.414

0.460

0.286

Inf. tCOD

mg/L

-0.067

-0.207

0.028

0.567

0.385

0.380

0.416

-0.249

Airflow

SLPM

-0.298

0.102

0.010

0.028

-0.060

0.134

-0.060

0.480

DO

mg/L

-0.425

-0.649

-0.484

0.443

0.507

0.422

0.338

0.614

MLSS

mg/L

-0.556

-0.697

-0.595

0.622

0.579

0.063

0.553

0.202

SRT

Day

-0.318

-0.136

-0.164

0.190

0.159

-0.168

0.209

0.112

Inf. TSS

mg/L

-0.645

0.566

0.694

0.427

0.258

-0.277

0.251

-0.573

Inf. tCOD

mg/L

-0.348

0.607

0.884

0.168

-0.025

-0.813

-0.008

0.118

Airflow

SLPM

-0.370

0.687

0.425

0.135

-0.271

-0.316

-0.268

-0.261

DO

mg/L

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

MLSS

mg/L

-0.151

-0.760

-0.361

0.426

0.485

0.945

0.541

-0.375

SRT

Day

-0.632

-0.491

-0.134

0.599

0.823

0.962

0.716

-0.271

Inf. TSS

mg/L

0.575

-0.150

-0.036

0.144

0.558

0.811

0.293

0.047

Inf. tCOD

mg/L

0.428

-0.503

-0.312

0.790

0.600

0.800

0.195

0.156

Airflow

SLPM

-0.419

0.698

-0.148

-0.218

-0.526

-0.445

-0.376

-0.688

DO

mg/L

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

MLSS

mg/L

-0.007

0.204

-0.537

-0.195

-0.415

-0.711

-0.355

-0.439

SRT

Day

-0.530

0.252

0.090

-0.202

-0.331

-0.767

0.082

-0.073

Inf. TSS

mg/L

-0.163

-0.262

0.266

0.280

0.630

-0.133

0.385

0.682

Inf. tCOD

mg/L

0.304

-0.567

-0.218

0.642

0.197

-0.289

0.580

-0.317

Airflow

SLPM

-0.355

-0.201

0.100

0.169

0.329

0.137

0.222

0.321

DO

mg/L

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

MLSS

mg/L

-0.297

-0.319

-0.325

0.408

-0.059

-0.819

0.199

0.383

SRT

Day

-0.024

-0.044

-0.607

0.257

-0.209

-0.719

-0.070

0.156
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